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1. INTRODUCTION

Starting from 1992, an increased drop time of control rods exceeding the design limit of four
seconds has been observed in most of the operating WWER-1000 reactors in Russia and in the
Ukraine. In some cases a dropped control rod became stuck in an intermediate position near the
bottom of the core. In October 1994, a similar control rod problem was also observed at Unit 6 of
the Kozloduy NPP.

The issue of control rod insertion reliability was considered at a consultants' meeting on "Core
Control and Protection Strategy of WWER-1000 Reactors" in April 1994 [1].

A consultants' meeting specifically focused on "Control Rod Insertion Reliability" was convened
in Vienna in February 1995 attended by 15 international experts. The objectives of this meeting
were:

The exchange of international experience on problems and solutions related to anomalous
control rod insertion;
Judgement of the safety concern of this issue for WWER-1000 reactors based on safety
analyses;
Consideration of regulatory requirements and interim measures to continue operation in short
term including modifications implemented or planned; and
Status of root cause analyses and pending problems.

The technical discussions were held in plenary sessions and in three working groups devoted
to specific aspects of the issue. The remainder of this report is structured in accordance with the
above topics.

Chapter 2 presents the international experience on control rod reliability for both PWRs and for
WWER-1000 reactors. "PWR" refers to pressurized water reactors which have not been designed
in the former Soviet Union. Interim measures and corrective actions to justify continued operation
are also identified.

In Chapter 3 the results of complementary safety analyses and sensitivity studies for WWER-
1000 reactors are reviewed. The purpose of the analyses is to assess the impact of degraded reactor
scram characteristics on the safety margins, although operation with control rod drop times beyond
the original design limit is not foreseen. Regulatory positions are also considered in this chapter.

Chapter 4 addresses the status of root cause analysis for WWER-1000 reactors. The main
designers' view of the root cause and the measures for its elimination are discussed as well as
comments made by the consultants.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions and the most important recommendations.

2. EXPERIENCE IN PWRS AND WWER-1000 REACTORS

2.1. EXPERIENCE BY COUNTRY

2.1.1. France

The French experience, during 500 reactor-years (54 PWRs) on control rod reliability, and
events that could have a relation, are summarized by:

10 in-core events of control rod sticking or too long drop time.
Results of limited statistical analysis on drop time.
Results of limited statistical analysis on Fuel Assembly (FA) bowing, and



Difficulties to extract Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCAs) from their FA in spent fuel pit.

In-core control rod sticking

The 10 in-core events on control rod reliability are detailed in Annex 1-1. Six of them were
found before requalification of RCCAs drive line (drop time test). Four control rod blockages
occurred during normal operation.

The main cause is the deformation of the upper internals guide tube during a previous
maintenance operation (generally, replacement of Inconel pins). Five cases are reported. The solution
was to replace the guide tube.

In three instances, the origin was a foreign material. In two cases, it occurred during normal
operation and the vessel was opened . A complete inspection was implemented. The mark of the
foreign material was seen in one case with a deflection of a control rod.

In another event (RCCA sticking at 7 steps from the bottom) a deflection of the fuel assembly
was observed: 25 mm at the end of its third cycle (date of the event), but 20 mm already at the end
of the 2nd cycle. An excessive force was needed (60 daN) to extract the RCCA from its FA.

The most important event occurred with a broken rod by fretting wear under an upper internals
guide plate. It was the origin of a very large maintenance programme of the RCCAs to treat wear
and swelling rods.

As regards the cladding wear and absorber swelling, main aspects of the EdF programme are:

On site inspection (Eddy Current (EC) and Ultrasonic (US)) of all the RCCAs, every two or
three cycles,
Progressive replacement of standard RCCAs by enhanced RCCAs (coated cladding and
increased gap between cladding and absorber), and
Statistical analysis of RCCA behavior for all the population. The goal is multi-correlation
studies to investigate the main factors.

Drop time

A statistical analysis on 2650 drop time measurements gives the following results:

average value = 1.39 s (standard deviation: 0.05 s)
maximum value = 1.74 s

The safety criterion is 2.2 s.

Fuel assembly deflection

Measurements of 450 irradiated fuel assemblies show the following results:

86% of FA are banana shape bowed; the maximum value is 12 mm,
14% of assemblies have a deformation in S-shape with a maximum value of 6 mm, and
there was no relation between bowing and drop time.

Note: Measurement is performed with the FA in a hanging position.



There is no explanation of the origin. The consequences are not associated with drop-time but
with difficulties during reloading bowed assemblies. Specific methods and tools were developed and
are progressively implemented on French plants to deal with bowed fuel assemblies during refuelling.

Difficulty in removing the RCCAsfrom the FA

Excessive forces were found in a few cases to extract a RCCA from its FA, in the spent fuel
pit, before reloading. The normal value of friction force is:

7 daN for a new fuel assembly
20 daN for an irradiated assembly

The maximum values found with friction problems on irradiated assemblies are 40 to 70 daN.
In this case, control rods are completely inserted into the dash-pot. Tests of guide thimbles by a plug
gauge and baroscope (visual examination inside the thimbles) were performed that did not show
failures.

In one case, deposits appearing to be corrosion products were observed in the bottom of FA
guide thimbles. This could explain excessive force, but it is not confirmed by gauge tests. The
RCCAs are never at fault (e.g. no swelling).

As regards the fuel assembly deflection and excessive force of RCCA extraction, actions are
planned to develop FA controls and improve the analysis and knowledge of the phenomenon that
today has no relation with drop time:

FA deflection measurement,
thimble gauge test, and
inside visual inspection.

The goal of these actions is to anticipate a possible generic failure that could have a relation
with safety. The consequences on reloading delay are treated by specific methods and tools developed
today.

2.1.2. Germany

Operational experience in German PWRs control rods

As of now operational experience covers 200 reactor-years,

GRS is in charge of compiling abnormal events and assessing their safety significance,
77% of the abnormal events are associated with electromechanical and electronic deficiencies
or failures, nevertheless,
In some cases, absorber swelling, cladding creepdown, and wear were observed and some
control assemblies were replaced by improved wear resistant assemblies.

The main control rods related events are listed below:
(see Table 1, Annex 1-2)

three fractures of rodlets (one due to a loose part) and one longitudinal crack,
two broken springs,
two mechanical failures in drive,
blockage of two control assemblies in a damper 50/100 mm near the end position, and
one increased drop-time at cold core conditions (in 1972).

In conclusion, few mechanical deficiencies in control assemblies have occurred in German
PWRs.



It is worthwhile to mention that in German PWRs all control rods are regularly moved stepwise
within the normal power control of the reactor.

Regularly inspections of RCCAs are performed during refuelling periods by visual examination,
eddy current testing and diameter profilometry. Generally, all RCCAs will be inspected within four
years period.

2.1.3. Japan

There have been no instances of degraded control rod insertion capability in Japanese PWRs.
This includes both longer drop times and "stuck" RCCAs.

There was one instance in 1985 of a vane separation from the RCCA and falling into the fuel
assembly. It is believed that an excessive force caused by interference between the control rod and
upper internals guide tube of foreign material (i.e. debris) resulted in this separation (see Annex 1-3).

There was no effect on operation of this RCCA. Strict inspection and control for foreign
materials has been implemented and no such problems have occurred since that time.

Although some assembly bow has been observed, there has been no effect on RCCA drop time
or sticking as a result. Most cases of fuel assembly bow were observed in banana shape, and the
amount of deformation was less than 10 mm. In most cases deformation of the fuel assembly was
observed in the first cycle, but was not increased as much in the second and third cycles.

S-shaped bow was rarely observed. Some experiments indicated that there is no effect on
RCCA insertion with the deformation in S-shape of less than 5 mm.

2.1.4. Sweden

On August 22, 1994 during a scram of Ringhals 4 Unit one of the control rods did not reach
the bottom but jammed at 18 steps from fully inserted position. The control rod could, however, be
stepped in from the control room. During subsequent drop testing 3 more control rods also jammed
at 6 to 12 steps from fully inserted position. Due to the problem the unit did not start up again before
the annual refuelling outage (see Annex 1-4).

Ringhals organized a project to find the cause(s) of the jammed control rods. This included
among other things, a survey of possible causes, visual and eddy current-inspection and various tests.
The hot drop test revealed that the four affected control rods had significantly longer drop times at
the End of Cycle compared with the test performed at the Beginning of Cycle. A strong indication
that the jammed control rods were a consequence of the actual fuel assemblies and not of the control
rods was the measurement of frictional force of the control rods in fuel assemblies in the spent fuel
pool. These tests showed that all the control rods had lower friction force when they were inserted
in new fuel assemblies.

Inspection of the four affected fuel assemblies revealed that they were bowed in an S-shape.
The S-shaped bowing had previously never been seen at the Ringhals unit, only the banana shaped
bowing had been experienced. The investigations also concluded that the bowing is dependent on the
burn-up.

Fuel assemblies with burn-up less than 30 MWd/kgU did not show any significant bowing.
Tests also showed that the banana shaped fuel assemblies only had a marginal influence on the friction
between control rod and the guide tubes. If the fuel assembly has an S-shape, then the friction
increases dramatically.



During prescribed hot drop-time testing of Ringhals 3 the drop times for two control rods
exceeded the historical mean values with more than 0.06 s. The unit was shut down for investigations
before the increased drop times and friction could interfere with control rod insertion.

Inspection and tests indicate that the control rod jamming is caused by increased friction
between the control rods and the guide thimbles. The increased friction is caused by the S-shaped
bowing of the fuel assemblies. Severe S-shaped bow has only been observed in fuel assemblies with
a burnup above 34 MWd/kgU. The affected fuel assemblies in Ringhals 4 had a burn-up of ~ 40
MWd/kgU. The fuel assemblies in Ringhals 3 with slight increase in drop-times had a burn-up of
~ 35 MWd/kgU. The bowing of the fuel assemblies and the guide thimbles are caused by high axial
forces but the root cause(s) are not yet fully understood. The problems seem to be vendor dependent.
Although Ringhals NPP is a Westinghouse plant, this fuel was supplied by another vendor.

Current counter measures

Since the restart after the refuelling outage in 1994, Ringhals 4 has only new or one year old
fuel assemblies in control rod locations. Recurrent drop tests in hot condition must be performed
during operation the following year. The new or one year old fuel assemblies in control rod locations
will assure that no excessive bowing will occur. The drop time and shape of the drop curve will
reveal if the friction starts to increase.

For Ringhals 3, more frequent hot drop tests were imposed. In February 1995 the test indicated
a tendency for two of the control rods to get higher friction. Consequently the unit was shut down
before the bowing of the fuel assemblies could affect the safe performance of the control rods. After
changing the core loading Ringhals 3 has the same restrictions as Ringhals 4. These restrictions are
imposed as long as the root cause is not fully understood. The root cause(s) should be clarified before
start up from the next refuelling outage.

Safety considerations

The control rod function must be fully operable in all operation modes. It must have the
capabilities to take the unit to subcriticality with enough margin in accident conditions. Therefore
it is not acceptable to keep a unit in operation with control rods that are susceptible to get jammed
(or have long insertion times), if no counter measures are imposed to return the control rod reliability
to established levels. The risk of multiple failures of control rod insertion should not be overlooked.
When Ringhals got permission to start up after the refuelling outage the root cause to the control rod
jamming was not known.

The decision to start was based on:

fuel assemblies with low burn-up (new or one year old) will not bow to that extent that it might
influence the control rods during the next cycle, and
drop tests will reveal if there is a tendency to friction increase from the normal value.

The core in Ringhals 3 is almost equal to the core that Ringhals 4 had the previous year, so the
same problem could be expected at Ringhals 3. The insertion times at Ringhals 3 were verified
during start up after their refuelling outage before the problems in Ringhals 4 were known. Ringhals
3 was allowed to continue operation with frequent hot drop-time measurements. The drop time and
the shape of the drop curve are considered to be a good indication of potential friction problems. If
the drop- time exceeds the mean value for the historical measurements with 0.06 s it must be analyzed
if increased friction is the cause. If it is concluded that friction has increased, the unit should be shut
down before the friction has increased so much that it can influence the safe insertion of control rods.
Although the design value of the maximum drop-time is 2.2 s the drop-times from the testing must
be compared with the normal drop-time of ~ 1.4 s in order to get a early warning of increased friction.



2.1.5. USA

Westinghouse does not have experience with increasing drop times which would cause a
licensing issue. The hafnium RCCAs were the only RCCAs which were evaluated for the potential
of increasing drop-time to account for the localized bulging which could occur due to hydriding. The
results of the analyses showed that any increase in drop time would be well within existing technical
specifications. In-reactor measurements indicated a statistically insignificant effect on drop time.
Thus, there was no licensing impact (see Annex 1-5).

Westinghouse has experienced several "stuck" RCCAs. These can be summarized as to cause
as follows:

Cause No. of Events

Hafnium hydriding 1
Debris-related 4
RCCA spider vane separation 3
Interference with holddown
spring clamp 1

The hafnium RCCA design is no longer used. The last RCCA vane separation event occurred
in 1985, prior to adoption of a design modification. Changes to the holddown clamp screw design
have eliminated the potential recurrence of this issue. All of the above events, including the debris-
related events, were isolated occurrences and there was no licensing impact.

Although assembly bow is observed in Westinghouse fuel, there has never been an issue of drop
time or "stuck" RCCAs associated with assembly bow in Westinghouse fuel. When assembly bow
is observed in Westinghouse fuel, it is typically banana-shaped. In the rare occasion of S-shaped bow
in Westinghouse assemblies, it has been of a small magnitude that did not impair the function of the
RCCAs.

Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) has observed in 1993 drop times exceeding technical specification
limits for several control rods in three reactors. Investigation revealed crud buildup in the thermal
barrier region of the Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) and stuck ball check valves. The crud
buildup was attributed to the combined result of 24 -month fuel cycles, coolant pH control, and check
valves geometry. The immediate corrective action was to exercise all control rods through 10% of
their length every two weeks to cycle the water trapped in the upper CRDM area. Longer term
actions may include replacement of all thermal barriers and chemical cleaning of the thermal barriers.

2.1.6. WWER-1000 Countries (Russia, Ukraine and Bulgaria)

At present, 19 power units with WWER-1000 reactors are in operation in Russia, the Ukraine
and Bulgaria, including - in Russia - 7 power units, in Ukraine - 10 power units, in Bulgaria - 2
power units. The core of all these power units with the exception of Novovoronezh NPP-5 is formed
by standard fuel assemblies without shrouds (see Fig. 1). Till 1987 all the reactors operated in two-
year fuel cycle (two-batch core). In 1987, transition to three year fuel cycle (three-batch core) started
at the WWER-1000 reactors with the exception of South-Ukrainian NPP-1 and Kozloduy NPP - 5,
6 (see Annex 1-6).

Fig. 2 shows the front view and the cross section of the WWER-1000 RCCA.
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Beginning from the second half of 1992, some cases with malfunction of RCCAs in operation
have been observed. They involved in exceeding drop-time of the design limit of 4 s and there were
separate cases with RCCAs jamming in the lower core part. Since June 1993 routine tests of drop-
time of RCCAs started to be performed at all WWER-1000 with time intervals no more than once
every 3 months to confirm that drop-time corresponds to design value of 4 s. By the present moment
cases with malfunction of RCCAs in operation were recorded with the exception of the South-
Ukrainian NPP-1, Novovoronezh NPP-5 and Kozloduy NPP-5. As a rule, malfunctions in RCCAs
operation were revealed after some period of power operation of the plant unit. Call to memory,
average drop-time for initial core of Kozloduy-6 is 2.7 s to 2.8 s.

The character of malfunctions of RCCA varied with each power unit with respect to the time
in cycle i.e.:

At Balakovo NPP-2 during tests at the reactor shutdown for refuelling (300 effective days) it
was recorded that 30 RCCAs jammed in intermediate position in low areas and 12 RCCAs had
drop time of more than 4 s;
During the tests of RCCAs at Kalininskaya NPP-1 there were no remarks within 280 effective
days of operations. During the next tests, 5 RCCAs showed exceeding of the drop time of 4s;
During the tests at Kalininskaya NPP-2 the increased drop time of six RCCAs was recorded in
30 effective days of the reactor operation;
During the shutdown of Zaporozhe NPP-3 for refuelling, three RCCAs stopped at intermediate
position and 49 had excessive drop time of more than 4 s; and
During the tests of RCCAs at Kozloduy NPP-6, 7 cases of exceeding drop-time of RCCA of
4 s were revealed in 240 effective days of power operation of the reactor.

In June 1993 a special commission was formed by RF Minatom and Goskomiatom of Ukraine
to identify and to eliminate the causes of malfunctions of RCCA. The programme of work aimed on
detection and elimination of causes of RCCA seizure at WWER-1000 reactors was elaborated and
accepted for performance.

Investigations which were performed showed that increased friction forces during RCCA
movement exceed the design ones and are caused by distortion of guiding channels of fuel assemblies.
Distortion of guiding channels and fuel rods practically repeat the fuel assembly bending. The cause
of bending of fuel assembly guiding channels is increased mechanical loads to supporting structure
of fuel assembly transmitted by protective tube unit onto fuel assembly caps after tightening of the
upper unit (see Fig.3).

Work performed at Balakovo NPP-2, 3 showed that compression of fuel assembly caps for these
reactors exceeded the design value.

With the aim of bringing mechanical loads onto the fuel assembly supporting structures to the
design value at the specified power units and further on at the others, the position of protective tube
unit was corrected during preventive maintenance . In addition, work was directed at the following:

Measurement of curvature of guiding channels of RCCA;
Measurement of friction forces of RCCA in RCCA guiding channels; and
Placing of fuel assemblies operated in the reactor not more than 1 year or the fresh ones into
the core cells for RCCA.

After implementation of the specified measures at Balakovo NPP-2, 3, 4, Kalininskaya NPP -
1, 2 and Zaporozhe NPP - 2, South-Ukrainian NPP - 2, the units operate without cases of
malfunction of RCCAs. In particular, Balakovo NPP -2 is in operation of more than 250 effective
days, Balakovo NPP - 3 - more than 150 effective days.
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Based on the investigations performed, the following measures on elimination of malfunctioning
RCCAs have been worked out and now are implemented:

To perform a work on correction of protective tube unit position with the aim of reducing the
value of compression of FA caps and loads to FA to the design one at all power units with
WWER-1000 reactors;
In 1995 to perform the repeated measurements of position of protective tube unit where
correction of this position has been done to check the correctness of the position chosen;
To develop and to implement more heavy RCCA and FA with improved caps having springs
with less stiffness. The given implementation will begin in 1995; and
To elaborate and to introduce the necessary corrections into the fuel cycle with the objective
to reduce the probability of malfunctioning RCCAs.

Currently, safe operation of WWER-1000 reactors is monitored by periodic tests of drop-time
of RCCAs. The realization of the above mentioned measures is expected by the special commission
to solve the problem in the future.

For optimization of the fuel cycle and enhancement of operation reliability of control rods, the
perspective work on upgrading of RCCAs, fuel assemblies and drive mechanisms is under way for
considerable increase of the mass of the rods and their worth to be integrated in the improved fuel
assembly.

2.2. SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS

Malfunctions of RCCAs in WWER-1000 reactors have occurred beginning in 1992. The cause
has been attributed to friction increase between the control rodlets and the guide channels. The reason
for the interference seems to be distortion of the guide channels resulting from higher than design
axial loads imposed by the protective tube unit (upper internals) to the fuel assembly caps upon
tightening of the vessel head.

Control rod insertion problems have also been seen in a few PWRs in the same time frame as
the WWER-1000 reactor experience but unlike in the WWERs they are not generic. Some specific
problems in the PWRs are also related to interference between the control rods and guide channels
which are generic for WWER-1000 reactors. In these cases, the fuel exhibited assembly bow, which
was identified as the probable cause of the problems.

In all of the above instances (WWERs and PWRs), there is a relationship between the onset of
the problems and residence time in the reactor. This problem of control rod insertion occurs initially
in some instances in the 2nd cycle of operation, but occurs more frequently with increasing exposure,
predominantly in the third cycle of operation. There is evidence that burnup level may be involved,
but some of the data is contradictory.

Assembly bow is a phenomenon that affects most, if not all, PWR fuel worldwide to varying
degrees. Most often the problem results in difficulty in fuel handling, particularly core reloading,
and is not a safety issue.
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2.3. RECOMMENDATIONS

Additional data regarding the relationship between drop-time and assembly bowing should be
gathered and/or shared by WWERs and PWRs to help understand this overall problem. Basic data
on the amount of bow as a Junction of such parameters as axial load, burnup, flux and temperature
gradients, flow distribution, etc. should be obtained. Data on drop-time should be systematically
collected, particularly on reactors exhibiting problems, to allow determination of trends and effects
on key parameters. The drop-time data should be correlated to the assembly bow phenomena
whenever possible.

3. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS AND ANALYSES
FOR WWER-1000 REACTORS

3.1. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

The design requirements applied for WWER-1000 reactors are defined in the Russian standard
PBYa-89 [2]. The relevant sections for reactor core components and protection system among them
are given in Annex II.

Current safety requirements for WWER-1000 reactors in respect to the reactor core components
and the efficiency of the protection system correspond fully to the requirements specified in the
OECD countries regulatory practice for LWR.

In view of the occurrences in WWER-1000 reactors described in Chapter 2, the regulatory
position is that the plant must be operated within design values. The design limit of drop-time is 4
s. In case that increased drop-times are observed during tests, interim measures are implemented to
meet the design limits for those plants by operating with only two or three main coolant pumps
(MCP) and respectively reduced power. Continual tests are required to verify drop-times, e.g. in
Russian and Ukrainian plants within three months, in Bulgarian plants within one month. In the past
all measured drop-times for these conditions have been within design limit.

3.2. SAFETY ANALYSES

For the various WWER-1000 plants, safety analyses have been performed by the main designer
on the basis of the original design definitions. Meanwhile in most of WWER-1000 plants changes
in core design and management have been introduced, e.g. changes in fuel assembly design or
enrichment, changes in the specific core loading. These changes have not been considered
consistently in accident analysis.

The design of WWER-1000 plants includes the operation with 3 MCP as normal operational
conditions. There exists Technical Specifications and Operational Procedures for this plant condition.
The safety analysis includes transient calculations for specific cases like one pump coast down out of
three MCP and pump coast down of all three MCP. If the control rods drop-in within the design
limit 4 s, no additional analyses are required by the regulatory bodies.

Although the regulatory position is to keep the design limit for drop-time of 4 s, and to establish
therefore power limitations and a change to 3 MCP operation, additional safety analyses have been
initiated to evaluate the safety margins of WWER-1000 reactors in such disturbed conditions. Some
results have been presented in this meeting. From OKB Gidropress (see Annex 1-7) it was indicated
that a part of the design basis accidents was reevaluated for situations with increased drop time up
to 10 s. It was concluded that all acceptance criteria will be met. However no explicit results were
presented which would allow an independent evaluation. Results were presented for Kosloduy 6 plant
analyzing a single pump locked motor combined with station blackout (see Annex 1-8). General results
from German investigations of WWER-1000 plants were presented (see Annex 1-9). The results
based on 3D reactor core calculations show trends for increased drop-times but need plant specific
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adaptations. The Ukrainian experts (see Annex I-10) will have access to the calculation^ methods
within a bilateral assistance contract and will continue such investigations.

The presented preliminary results related to increased drop-times indicate that the effect of
increased drop-time on minimum DNB - ratio may be included in the existing safety margin, subject
to further verification.

3.3. RECOMMENDATIONS

To support the information exchange and to use efficiently the available basis of knowledge the
following recommendation is made.

Safety analyses for WWER-1000 reactors, considering increased drop-times should be evaluated
and intercompared. The objective should be to discuss the assumptions on conservative initial
conditions (power level, core loading, burn-up condition, etc), the applicability of methods and
computer codes and the transferability of results to specific WWER-1000 plants. The need for
additional analyses may arise. The result of the review should be to identify events mostly affected by
reduced safety margins which need additional investigations or verification by independent computer
codes. Examples of available investigations from PWR accident analysis considering uncertainties or
conservative assumptions should be presented to demonstrate the approach.

4. STATUS OF ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS FOR WWER-1000

4.1. MAIN SYMPTOMS AND OBSERVATIONS

From presentations summarized in Chapter 2, it follows that the problem of RCCA drop-time
exists for both PWR as well as WWER-1000. In case of WWER-1000 many cases have been
reported since 1992 when the RCCA drop-time has increased above typical value and even above the
design limit of 4 seconds.

The general symptoms observed were:
increased drop-time (typically insertion speed was slowing down near the bottom section in spite
of the fact that there is no design reduction of the guide tubes inner diameter); and
stuck rodlets in an intermediate position in the bottom part of the core.

The symptoms indicate an increase in friction between the rodlets and their guide thimbles.
This conclusion is supported by observed increased drag force.

The appearance of this phenomenon coincides with introduction of fuel for 3-year fuel cycle.
However, the same problem occurred in some cases of long residence of fuel assemblies in reactor,
even at low burnup. This points out the significance of real time spend in the core as well as the
influence of irradiation.

There are many potential causes for the increase in friction between the rodlets and their guide
thimble resulting in an increased RCCA drop-times and eventual sticking. These causes can be
identified as:

friction increase as a result of the debris of limited size
upper internals deformation including RCCA guides
RCCA cladding geometrical changes
friction increase as a result of fuel assembly and guide thimble geometrical changes in radial
and/or axial directions induced by:

• fuel assembly manufacturing allowances
• deviations from manufacturing allowances
• reactor assembly and assembly test procedures
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• deviations from reactor assembly procedures
• the gamma heating of the guide tubes
• thermal gradient across fuel assembly
• burnup gradient across fuel assembly
• fuel rod drag forces
• design value of the axial loads
• deviations beyond the design limit of axial loads
• fuel assembly to fuel assembly interaction

core flow rate and core pressure drop
coolant chemistry effects
reactor component manufacturing allowances
deviations from reactor component manufacturing allowances

There is direct evidence based on Chapter 2 and on further discussions that in the WWER-1000
plants mainly friction force increase as a result of the guide tube bowing is the direct cause of
increased RCCA drop times. The excessive guide tube bowing can result from different causes and
different mechanisms can be employed.

4.2. DISCUSSION OF THE POSSIBLE ROOT CAUSES

Currently an extensive programme is being undertaken by OKB Gidropress (main designer)
along with other organizations to find out the root cause(s) of the increased RCCA drop time.

It is worthwhile to mention that the typical measured RCCA drop time in positions with fresh
fuel assemblies is about 2 - 2.5 s, while the design limit is 4 s.

Since no broken parts or debris in the guide tubes nor upper internals deformation have been
observed and reported, there is no need for further investigation.

The possibility of boron deposits inside the guide tubes has been studied, since the problems
occurred mainly in positions where fuel assemblies loaded with Discrete Burnable Absorbers (DBA)
in previous cycle have been located. By means of this hypothesis however many other cases could
not be explained , e.g. problems in Kozloduy, loaded with 2-year fuel without DBA.

No significant changes of RCCA geometry nor of guide tube lateral cross section have been
observed. Significant changes in axial direction with majority of S-shaped over banana-shaped
deformation has been observed in investigated cases. During investigations OKB Gidropress has
revealed many factors which contribute to fuel assembly bow of both 2 and 3-year types. A major
contributor to the root cause of fuel assembly bow is suggested to be excessive axial force.

For the further discussion it is important to notice that the fuel assembly axial loads are
controlled during reactor assembling (first and after each reload) by means of parameter which
specifies the axial positioning of the reactor upper internals in order to assure the design top nozzle
movement. This parameter is defined as distance between reactor vessel flange and control surface
of the upper internals. This parameter has been given to power plants as a value intended to be valid
for all reactors manufactured in accordance with manufacturing specifications which have been
accounted for in reactor design and also in calculation of the above parameter.

The following is the description of potential contributors to guide tube bow and the probable
mechanism which might explain excessive RCCA drop time:

(1) Guide tubes as well all other fuel assembly components are initially manufactured with
deviations from ideal geometrical form and uniform material properties distribution.
Manufacturing of the assembly then results in initial guide tube bow. It was however stated that
such deviations have always been within manufacturing allowances and design limits.
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(2) A possible reason for the above excessive loads seems to be both exceeding of the
manufacturing allowances and also improper reactor internals assembly. The exceeding of the
cumulated manufacturing allowances have not been compensated for during reactor assembly.

(3) It appears also that very strong coil spring characteristics are the reason for high sensitivity to
deviation to manufacturing allowances. The new top nozzle design with softer coil springs
seems to be more appropriate for the given conditions.

(4) There might be other contributing factors to guide tube bow increase such as energy release
gradients leading to temperature and burnup gradients resulting in the difference in the thermal
and irradiational growth across the fuel assembly. On request of the IAEA investigations have
been performed to study these effects [3].

(5) By means of fuel rod and guide tube interaction with grids (drag forces) the above effects might
result in noticeable assembly respective guide tube bow.

(6) The following mechanism might occur based on excessive axial force to explain the permanent
deformation of fuel assemblies resulting in delayed RCCA drop time:

Experiments have demonstrated that axial forces of about 2 x 103 daN on fresh fuel
assemblies result in not more than 2 mm lateral bowing. Supposing the reactor internals are
improperly assembled and as the coil springs are getting stiff, axial forces exceeding the
design limit can be loaded on the guide thimbles. Deformation of the guide thimbles is
hindered because fresh fuel assemblies are very stiff constructions. Creep down of ZrNb fuel
cladding due to permanent temperature and pressure conditions over two to three years
fostered by energy release gradients over the cross section of fuel assemblies will reduce the
fuel cladding diameter (~ jim) and therefore the interaction with grids. This is supported by
the fact that the insertion force of fuel rods into a WWER-fuel assembly through all grids is
about 60 daN, guide thimbles are not fixed to the grids and can move freely. For the PWR
fuel assemblies, the insertion force is about 70 daN and the guide thimbles are fixed to the
grids. The drag force will be reduced due to creep down up to 10 daN for the PWR fuel
assemblies and to less than that for WWER-fuel assemblies. This means the stiffness of the
fuel assembly will be reduced. The lateral force component of the guide thimbles can bundle
in the fuel assembly to be permanently deformed after two or three years of operation. The
permanent deformation of the deformed assembly will be locked in place by the remaining
drag forces and the axial relocation of the fuel rods and guide thimbles with respect to the
spacer grids. Banana or S-shaped bowing may depend on the neighboring fuel assemblies and
the freedom to move.

This scenario of a mechanism for permanent deformation of fuel assemblies after some time
of operations matches all observations made so far. However, it is not experimentally proved.
In order to validate the suggested mechanism, specific tests need to be prepared and carried
out.

To remove the main source of the excessive axial force on the fuel assemblies, a procedure has
been developed by 0KB Gidropress which is based on the real situation, i.e.:

The reactor internals dimensions as assembled;
The measured actual spring characteristics of all fuel assemblies,
The actual measured levels of the top nozzles; and
The upper internals weight as manufactured.

The evaluation method consists of the solution to the balance equation of the corresponding
forces, resulting in known spring forces for each assembly. Taking into account the necessary
margins on the fuel assembly lifting forces, the minimum necessary axial load is determined. The
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determined load is then converted into the distance between reactor flange plate and upper internals
control plate.

The intent of this procedure is to assure that the maximum axial loads will be as low as feasible
and will not exceed the design limit for any fuel assemblies.

4.3. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is evident that fuel assembly bowing is a complex problem. Excessive axial force acting on
the assembly can be a major contributor to bowing.

The contribution of the other factors to fuel assembly bowing should be evaluated also.

It is recognized that the action to remove the excessive axial forces by means of upper internals
repositioning is a right step to verify the probable root cause.

It is recognized that a further possible solution to reduce the excessive forces is replacement of
the stiff coil springs by soft ones, thus mating the design less susceptible to the allowances.

The corrective actions identified by OKB Gidropress concerning the WWER-1000 control rod
issue, namely to adjust protective tube location, lower the FA cap spring stiffness and increase the
weight of the RCCA seem to be appropriate.

However, this design evolution must be followed closely with appropriate follow-up testing at
least for three years to assure that the desired effects are achieved.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Fuel assembly bowing is a common phenomenon in most PWRs as well. Usually, it does not
affect the operation of the control rods. Only in a few cases increased drop- times and sticking have
been observed.

Increased control rod drop-times beyond the design limit and in some cases the sticking of
control rods in an intermediate position near the bottom of the core has been observed in most
operating WWER-1000 reactors. The direct cause can be attributed to increased friction between the
rodlets and their guide thimbles as a result of bowing of the fuel assembly.

Control rod drop-times are being monitored by periodic testing and the reactors are being
operated within the original design limit. If necessary, the coolant flow is reduced by having only
three main coolant pumps in operation at reduced reactor power.

According to the Russian specialists a probable major cause of excessive fuel assembly bowing
in the WWER-1000 reactors is the excessive axial force acting on the fuel assembly for a sufficiently
long period of time. There can be other factors that contribute to the phenomenon as well. The
mechanism which leads to permanent fuel assembly bowing hindering the control rods from insertion
within design limit after two to three years of operation is not fully understood. Further investigations
should be performed to assess these very complex phenomena [4].

Countermeasures have already been implemented at seven WWER-1000 units to relieve the
axial forces acting on the fuel assemblies by repositioning of the reactor upper internals.
Simultaneously, other actions such as loading assemblies with lesser bow into control rod locations
have also been taken. Experience to date indicates the effectiveness of these measures on the control
rod performance. However, these corrective measures have not been implemented in all WWER-
1000 units.
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The current operating states of the WWER-1000 reactors are covered by the original scope of
safety analyses, although changes have been introduced in the core design at the plants.

It was reported by Russian specialists that safety analyses using assumptions of increased rod
drop-time (10s) indicate that normal acceptance criteria could be met even with considerably degraded
reactor scram characteristics. Some results indicate that the safety margin is not highly sensitive to
variations in rod drop-time.

However, the information on safety analyses presented to the meeting was very limited.
Therefore it was not possible to evaluate the completeness and adequacy of the analysis performed.

It is recommended to carefully follow operational performance of fuel assemblies both in control
rod locations and in other core locations as well. After relieving axial forces by repositioning of the
reactor upper internals it should be verified by at least three years of operational experience that
excessive axial force is the main contributor to assembly bowing. In case the final solution to
excessive axial forces will be a new top nozzle design with softer springs, its verification in normal
operation is encouraged. The disappearance of the current problems will indicate that the main
contributors to the root cause have been properly addressed.

According to the investigations made so far in Russia the root cause seems to be a very complex
phenomenon to which many and different factors contribute. Nevertheless, Russian design and
research organizations are encouraged to continue investigating the underlying damage mechanism
which lead to permanent assembly bowing after two to three years of operation. A deeper
understanding of the root cause would facilitate both the operation with the existing fuel design under
various conditions and the development of new designs.

Several specific recommendations are given at the end of Chapters 2, 3, and 4. These
recommendations pertain to data accumulation and analysis, independent review of safety analyses,
and confirmatory testing of the probable root cause (s).
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ANNEX 1-1
F.DF Maintenance Department A. Cazus EDF experience ofRCCA 's stucks

IAEA, 20 - 24 February, 1995 :
Rod Cluster Control Assemblies stucks

XA9744148

RCCA's STUCK : EDF EXPERIENCE

Before ^qualification
of RCCA's drive line
(drop time test)

Plant

A

B

D

E

F

Nbr of stuck
rods

1

2

1

1

1

Recorded

Drop test
Stuck at steb 107
Drop test
Stuck at midheight
Drop time test too long

Hard point during connecting
operation
Manoeuvring test
Stuck at 112steps

Origin

Guide plate bent during
maintenance
idem

continuous guidance bent duing
maintenance
idem

Foreign material in the GT

IAEA. 20 - 2-1 February 1995 IVER 1000 control rod stucks

EDF Maintenance Department EDF experience ofRCCA's stucks

During normal
operation
or assimilated

After unloading

C

G

I

H

1

1

1

1

Short scheduled shutdown
Stuck at 168 steps
Excercising test
Stuck at 228 steps

Load change
Stuck at 245 steps

Shutdown before reloading,
one rod control remains at 7
steps of FA bottom
Excessive force required to
extract RCCA's from its
assembly (Weight + 60 DaN
instead of + 50 daN max.)

A few
plants

Excessive force required to
extract RCCA's from its
assembly, in spent fuel pit

Broken rod by wear under guide
plate
Small foreign material between
rod cladding and 4th guide plate
bore
Nothing seen
Supposed an identic origine tban
G : small foreign material
Bowed fuel assembly:
20 mm deflection after 2 cycles
and 25 at the end of third cicle

One time, deposits like corrosion
products seen in bottom of FA
guide thimble

IAEA. :o - :•/ h'ebruarv 1995 l~l~ER 1000 control rod stucks
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EDF IAEA, Vienna,
Nuclear Power Plant Operations 20 - 24 February 1995
Maintenance Department

FRENCH EXPERIENCE
on

CONTROL ROD ASSEMBLY MANOEUVRABILITY INCIDENTS

This document contains a list of manoeuvrability incidents on control rod assemblies
that have occurred up to the present time on French 900 MW (3 loops) and 1300-
MW (4 loops) PWR units.

1) Plant A -900 MW-1983

Incident date : June 16, 1983

State of unit: hot shutdown after reloading

Description : Control rod assembly G3 (sub-bank SA1) blocked at step 107 while
rising, during control rod drop time tests.

Causes : deformation of the second guide plate in the guide thimble, in which
support pins had been replaced.

2) Plant B-900 MW-1988

Incident date : December 23, 1988.

State of unit: hot shutdown after reloading

Description : During the "control rod assembly drop time" test, control rod
assemblies D10 (in bank G2) and E11 (in bank SC) blocked at mid-
height while rising.

Causes : deformation of guide plates (C7 for D10 and C6 for E11), during the
television inspection of the guide thimbles while the camera pole was
being moved from bottom to top.
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3) Plant C-900 MW-1989

Incident date : April 1, 1989

State of unit: hot shutdown after programmed load reduction for works.

Description : Blockage of control rod assembly K8 (sub-bank N1-2) at step 168 while
lowering in order to do a cold shutdown.

Cause : Rod F15 broken by wear at the 7th plate.

4) Plant D-900 MW-1989

Incident date : July 25,1989

State of unit: hot shutdown after reloading.

Description : During the "control rod assembly drop time" test, the drop time for
control rod assembly C11 (sub-bank SD1) is outside the criterion.

Causes : deformation of the continuous guidance of the guide thimble, in which
support pins had been replaced.

5) Plant E-900MW-1989

Incident date : September 4, 1989

State of unit: end of reloading, reassembly of EIS.

Description : while connecting control rods, a hard point was observed when control
rod assembly K10 was lifted to check that it was correctly connected.

Cause : deformation of the continuous guidance of the guide thimble, in which
support pins had been replaced.

6) Plant F - 900 MW-1990

Incident date : January 17, 1990

State of unit: cold shutdown after reloading.

Description : During control rod manoeuvrability tests, control rod assembly K2 (sub-
bank N2-2) blocked when going down at step 112. The blockage
disappeared after the control rod assembly was released at elevation
step 225.
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The fuel assembly had a significant deformation (20-mm camber at the
end of the second cycle and 25-mm at the end of the third cycle), but it
was not demonstrated that this was the cause of the blockage and
further examinations are necessary (in particular, nothing was
mentioned about the control rod assembly drop time at the start of the
third cycle).

9) Plant I-1300 MW 1994

Incident date : May 15, 1994

State of unit: in ooeration

Description : during a load reduction, control rod assembly L3 did not go down but
got stuck at step 245. It could be lifted again, but would not go down.

Cause : unknown but estimated similar than plant G

10) For information : plant J-900 MW-1988

Incident date : September 9, 1988

Description : broken rod was observed when changing control rod assembly B6
(N2).

Cause : wear under control rod assembly guide plate.

EVENTS WITH RELATION

On various plants,(one 900 MW and two 1300 MW) excessive force is required to
extract a control rod from its fuel assembly, after unloading.

Fuel assembly have generaly three cycles.

In one case, deposits were seen in bottom of FA guide thimbles, like oxide products.

-o-o-o-o-o-o-
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Causes : presence of the foreign body in the guide thimble. This conclusion was
based on a single clue: marks characteristic of a shock observed on
the lower edge of one of vanes of the spider assembly.

7) Plant G • 900 MW-1992

Incident date : January 31, 1992

State of unit: in ODeration

Description : during a periodic control rod assembly manoeuvrability test, which
consists of inserting each bank by 16 steps, control rod assembly C9 in
shutdown bank SB would not go down but can be manoeuvred within
the span between steps 228 and 232 (maximum elevation).
This control rod assembly could be dropped from its extreme position
at step 232 during the cold shutdown of the unit.

Causes : a small foreign body was lodged between the sheathing of a rod and
the bore corresponding to the guide plate No. 4, where there is a
diametric clearance of 0.90 mm. This foreign body was not found.

8) Plant H-1300 MW-1992

Incident date : August 29, 1992

State of unit: hot shutdown

Description : during a periodic test before shutdown for reloading at the end of the
third cycle, control rod assembly K10 in bank SD remained at an
elevation of 7 steps, and then managed to drop when the unit was put
in cold shutdown.

Furthermore, a force of 60 daN, in addition to its weight, was required
to extract the control rod assembly from its assembly, whilst the limiter
was set at 50 daN and a special study, that FRAMATOME was asked
to carry out, allowed a maximum of 300 daN.

Causes : the corresponding control rod assembly and fuel assembly were
unloaded.
An inspection carried out on the control rod assembly consisting firstly
of a visual inspection, and then using eddy currents and ultrasounds,
found no anomaly and the control rod assembly was declared as being
reloadable for one cycle.
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Statistic Study on 21 units and 50 series

- Average Drop time : 1,39 s.

95 % of control rods drop to : 1,47 s.

the maximum drop time recorded : 1,74 s.

The reference criterion in the safety report: 2,2s.

COURSE TYPE DE TEMPS DE CHUTE DE GHAPPE



1) Bow Measurement with the EDF device
DIVA (visual examination assembly device)

2) Control with plug gauge of the 24 guides
thimbles

3) Borescope check on the guides thimbles
which have presented anomalies

4) Resin Model of the bottom of the guides
thimbles

5) Comparaison with a guide thimble
mcsured in a reference fuel assembly

- the same situation in the core than the fuel
assembly to check

- symetrical in positioning
- without difficulties of extraction.

Control with plug gauge :

- to check the absence of anomalie at the bottom of
the guide thimble

- straightness,
- misalignment,
- radius.

Borescope :

- Visual examination of guides thimbles at speafic
level

Resin model :

- to check a possible absence of roundness,
- to check a possible absence of plugging,
- to check a possible absence of narrowing.



Friction measurements : 86 % of assemblies are bowed. The maximum
value is 11 to 12 mm

New Fuel assembly

Irradiaeted Fuel assembly

7daN

20daN

The maximun value of fuel
assembly with friction problems : 40 a 70 daN

14 % of assemblies have a deformation in S with a
value of 6 to 7 mm

450 assemblies have been check
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OVERVIEW OF EDF APPROACH
CONCERNING RCCA PROBLEMS

OUTLINE

• Main plant and RCCA design features

• On site examinations - problems encountered

Q Short term action - RCCA management strategy

G Middle term action - Design improvements

G Long term action - A full predictive computer model

Conclusion



I

MAIN PLANT & RCCA DESIGN FEATURES

Number of plants

Plant type

Guide tube type

Number of RCCA

Number of rods

Clad thikness

Absorber material

CPO - 900 MWe

6

17x17 -3Loop*

Deep beam 125"

48

24

0,47

AIC

CPY - 900 MWe

28

17x17 - 3Loops

Deep beam125"

53

24

0,47

AIC

*%r\ 4i

PQY-1300 MWe

20

17x17-4Loops

Inverted hat 96"

65

24

0,98

AIC and B4C

ON SITE EXAMINATION

• First control in 84:Eddy current + Ultrasonic measurements

Q Results indicated some but low fretting wear on cards

Q During 86/88, new controls are required due to nev\
operating conditions, it showed larger fretting wear

• In 88 - 89 two incidents in DAM1 and GRA4 (one rod failed)

G In 90 a lot of clad swelling was found on BGY5
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DAMAGE CAUSES

• WEAR

-» Fretting wear: vibration of the rods due to hydrauliques forces

-» Sliding wear: step by step motions of RCCA

• SWELLING AND CRACKS

-» AlC mechanical creep due to the step by step motion

•* Swelling of AlC due transmutation of indium into tin

-» Low ductility of irradiated steel

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES

• WEAR

-» Unwatertight rod Ag110m contamination or B4C dissolution

•* Fatigue failure

• SWELLING

-» Ag110m contamination or B4C dissolution

••• Geometrical and mechanical compatibility with assembly
34 dash-pot



RCCA DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

• WEAR RESISTANT CLAD

Nitrogen treatement, Chrome coating, LC1C coating

Lenght increase of the tip (PQY only)

• SWELLING AND CRACKS DELAY

Increase of AlC-clad gap

Spring stiffness (PQY only)
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EDF / Maintenance Department A. Cazus

IAEA, 20 - 24 February, 1995 :
Rod Cluster Control Assemblies stucks

RCCA's MAINTENANCE : EDF STRATEGY

SUMMARY: 3 LOOP PLANTS (900 MW)
D management strategy
a on site examinations
° reject criteria : wear and swelling
° next evolution

4 LOOP PLANTS (1300 MW)
° differencies

EDF / Maintenance Department RCCA's maintenance stratew

900 MW

•=> Axial repositioning every cycle (excepted R bank)
"=> Control every 3 cycles

222 steps 225 steps 228 steps

on site examination

222, 225 and 228 steps - RCCA's up-paked positions

i=> No replacements between 2 examinations
<=> No shuffling

IAEA. 20-24 February 1995
36
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EDF / Maintenance Department RCCA's maintenance strateev

• EXAMINATION

=> 100% rod cladding E.C. test

«=> selection of areas with defects > recordable conditions of:
Q wear
° swelling

=> defect measurement by U.S. test

IAEA, 20 - 24 February 1995 RCCA's Stucks

EDF / Maintenance Department RCCA's maintenance strateev

a REJECT CRITERIA

WEAR : between 10% and 24%
% depending on bank (bounding value of step

number per cycle)
and wear location on rod

<=> cladding mechanical strength
<=> cladding penetration not preserved

(Silver 110m and primary cooling system
contamination)

SIC SWELLING : 200 urn on diameter
>̂ depending on gap into fuel dash-pot

and a swelling kinetics

IAEA. 20- 24 February 1995 RCCA's Stucks
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EDF / Maintenance Department RCCA's maintenance strategy

EVOLUTIONS

G Progressive introduction of enhanced RCCA's
<=> coated cladding ( mainly nitrided, and chrome plated)
O increased gap between SIC and cladding in rod bottom

• Next RCCA's managment:
<=> frequent axial repositionning every :

1 step per month between 222 and 231 steps

IAEA, 20 - 24 February 1995 RCCA 's Stocks
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EDF / Maintenance Department RCCA's maintenance strateev

1300 MW

(distinctive features)

• STRATEGY

=> 2 steps axial repositioning every cycle, between 260
and 268 steps (up-paked position)

•=> Control every 2 cycles

<=> Intermediate replacements (each EOC)

•=> Cladding penetration preserved (B4C disintegration)

IAEA, 20- 24 February 1995 RCCA's Stocks

EDF / Maintenance Department RCCA's maintenance strategy

• REJECTION CRITERIA

• WEAR: about 0,50 mm ( « 50% of cladding thickness)

• SWELLING : about 180 pun on diameter

Different approach :

**> limit = dash-pot pressure and load of fuel assembly
guide thimble, during emergency shutdown

IAEA. 20 - 24 February 1995 RCCA's Stucks
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ANNEX 1-2
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X A 9 7 4 4 1 4 9

Regulatory Requirements

related to

Design and Operation of

Control Rods

and

Operational Experience in

German PWR

S. Langenbuch, H. Schafer

GRS Garching

Information presented at
IAEA Consultants' Meeting on
Control Rod Insertion Reliability

Vienna, 20-24 February 1995
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Content

Regulatory requirements and guidelines

RSK Guidelines for Pressurized Water
Reactors Chap. 3, Reactor Core

- KTA 3103, Shutdown Systems for Light Water
Reactors

Procedures from Operational Manual related
to non-movable control rods

Operational experiences

List of occurrences related to control rod
failures
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The regulatory guidelines specify the following
requirements related to operation of control rods:

RSK-Guidelines for PWR
Chap. 3.1.2 Shutdown Systems

(13) At regular intervals, all control assemblies
shall be tested for easy and smooth
motion and the rod insertion times
shall be recorded.

(14) If a control assembly can no longer be
moved the reactor shall be made
subcritical and examined with a view
to further operability.

(This recommendation is specified
more precisely in procedures of
operational manual.)
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A German KTA rule, KTA 3103, Shutdown
Systems for Light Water Reactors, defines
requirements for the following aspects:

Functions of the shutdown system

Design

Functional safety

Tests

The design requirements for control rods are
specified in Appendix B.

This appendix describes the mechanical and ther-
mal design in great detail.
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General requirements

The design shall be based on all the mechanical,

thermal, chemical (corrosion) and radiological

(radiation) loads which have been determined or

conservatively specified. These loads can lead to

temperature, stress or deformation conditions and

also to changes in the properties of the materials

or to a weakening of the wall.
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The following loads are considered:

Mechanical loads

(1) loads arising from the coolant and caused
e. g. by its pressure, temperature, flow forces,
vibrations

(2) loads arising from the control elements
themselves and caused e. g. by their own
weight or by internal pressure inside the con-
trol rod

(3) loads arising from the movement of control
elements and caused e. g. by their accelera-
tion or deceleration

(4) loads due to adjacent components trans-
mitted via the control element drives, reactor
pressure vessel internals or fuel elements and
caused e. g. by external events.
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Chemical loads

Chemical loads can result from the corrosion
of the control elements or chemical interac-
tions between the absorber material and the
fuel cladding tube

Radiological loads

Radiological loads result from the influence of
neutron or gamma radiation. They include
changes in the material characteristics and the
release of heat, which can lead to thermal
stresses, and shall be dealt with in the same
way as mechanical loads.

As design approach is acceptable

Design using analytical methods

Design using experimental methods and
operating experience
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Life-time limiting mechanisms of RCCAs

Absorber-clad interaction

absorber swelling

cladding creepdown

Material behaviour experimentally determined by
material test programmes.

Wear due to

axial movement

- vibration against inner walls of tubes
or plates of guide assemblies in the
upper core structure

Improved wear resistance by coating of cladding
surface

Inspection during refuelling periods

visual examination by underwater
video camera

eddy-current testing

diameter profilometry

Generally, inspection of all RCCA within 4
year-period.
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Procedures from operational manual related to
non-movable control rods

If Indication that a control rod does not follow the
drive commands,
then try to identify cause of malfunction.

If failure in electronics or 220 V power supply,
then try to repair within 100 hours.

If failure not in electronics or not repaired within
time limit,
then drop control rod.

If dropping successful,
then reduce power below 93 % and continue
power operation with monitoring of power density
distribution.

If dropping not successful,
then shutdown plant to hot zero power condition
and increase boron concentration by 200 ppm.

Review continuation of power operation.
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Operational experience
with German PWR control assemblies

The operational experience with German PWR
covers about 200 reactor years. GRS has been
engaged in compiling the abnormal events and
assessing their safety significants.

77 % of the abnormal events reported are
associated with electromechanical and electronic
deficiencies or failures. Typical events can be
seen in the spurious drop-in of a control assembly
according to the fail safe principle applied.

Mechanical deficiencies in control assemblies
have occurred rarely in German PWR. Table 1
lists the reported abnormal events up to 1994.
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Operational experience (contd.)

Important to safety are the following items:

Two events have occurred and detected at
power state of the plant.
One single failure in the sense at the drop-in
function is to be supposed.

- There is an efficient detection of failures during
the startup phase after refueling showing
rarely deficiencies caused by loose parts.

Typical events detected in the unloading phase
are fractures of rodlets.

Summarizing:
It can be stated that the safety performance of the
control assemblies as mechanical components is
highly satisfactory and fulfills the high require-
ments in reliability of the shutdown safety function.

Furthermore, the operational performance is very
good regarding an incore time of more than 20
years with some control assemblies.
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Table 1: Abnormal occurences with control assemblies - mechanical deficiencies

Operational experience of German PWR between 1968 and 1994

Plant Date Power Detection Event / failure mode

B

B

B

D

1968

1976 startup position indication

1983

1 990 0

visual

Fracture of one rodlet at designed fracture

position caused by loose part

Blockage of a control assembly during lift-

up in position (140 cm) by loose part

Fracture of one rodlet sticking in the guide

tube

annual inspection Longitudinal crack of cladding, fluence in-

duced elongation due to more than 20 years

of in-core time

1991 startup functional test

1972 0

1977

inspection

visual

1982 power position indication

1975 power

1976 0

1980 0

1989

1985 startup

position indication

revision drop test

visual

test after refueling

step oscillogram

Blockage of 2 control assemblies in a

damper 50 /100 mm near end-position

Increased drop time at cold core conditions

(115 °C) of 8 out of 49 control assemblies

Fracture of one rodlet sticking in the guide

tube

Mechanical failure in drive of one control as-

sembly loose part blocked a latch, failure in

decoupling to be supposed

Mechanical failure in drive of a control

assembly

Broken springs in lift-up anchors of 4 control

assemblies

Fractures of several rodlets sticking in the

guide tubes

Loose part in a guide plate position, bowing

of spider and blockage of control assembly

Broken lift-up spring of one control

assembly
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1. Foreword

There are 47 units of operating light-water type nuclear power plant, currently
in Japan. Among them, 25 units are of the BWR type and 22 units are of the PWR
type. Either types show good performance and high reliability, and they scarcely
had experienced with troubles related to insertion of control rod.

This paper is prepared to introduce, in response to the IAEA Letter dated 1995-

02-08, national experience concerning to the reliability of insertion of control

rod with PWRs which is relatively similar to WffER 1000.

2. Experience with increase of control rod drop-time, rod sticking, or
mispositioning of control rod

1) There was a case in 1985, that the spider vane and spider body of a control
rod cluster was separated at the blezed (soldered) joint.

The plant was shut down for annual inspection and planned refueling.
During shutdown operation, any particular behaviour of the control rod

movement was not recognized. (Fig-1)
After removing the Reactor Vessel Head, the upper part of the fuel assembly

was inspected visualy prior to the refueling operation. Inspection revealed
that one of the spider vane was separated from the spider body.
The defective part was investigated, and any dimensional defect was not
identified in any part of the vane, and the fracture surface between the
spider body and the vane indicated that some exessive force would had been
applied to the vane to body joint.
It could be considered that an excessive force which separated the vane to

body joint was caused by to the interference between Control Rod and Guide
Tube by invasion of some foreign material between them.
The dismounted spider vane with two control rods, found on the top nozzle

of the fuel, was stored properly in the fuel control rod guide thimble,
and insertion of the control rod cluster was not affected, fortunately.
If the dismounted control rod were not lowered properly in the fuel, the

movement of the control cluster might have been interrupted.
From this experience, we learned that even a small particle or debris would

cause the mulfunction ing of the control rod.
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3. Special operating regimes established(short and lonng term)
Any operation with degraded control rod insertion capability has not been

experienced.
Therefore any special operating regimes has not been established, yet.

4. Safety Analyses carried out
Any safety analysis has not been carried out on the assumption that the

operation is continued under incomplete capability of control rod insertion.

5. Measures implemented

For Item 2 above, inspection and control of foreign material or loose parts
are more strictly implemented. Even though the quality of the joint between the
spider vane and spider body was not attributed to the problem, recent
manufacture of spider body eliminates the blazed joints by applying precision
casting or wire cut from the forging.
For items 3) and 4) above, any measures have not been implemented.

6. Control Rod testing applied during construction

The following tests are conducted during manufacture and construction of the
control rod drive line component.

1) Each Control Rod Drive Mechanism is tested on the test loop for operating

performance and the current shape of the actuating coil is recorded.

2) After manufacture of the Control Rod Cluster Guide Tube, the cluster gauge
is passed through it one by one, and the friction force is measured to confirm
that it is within the specified limit.(Fig-2)

3) After assembling of the Control Rod Cluster, each assembly is inserted to

pass through the Guide Tube Gauge, and the friction force is measured to

confirm that it is within the specified limit.

4) After assembling of the fuel assembly, the control rod cluster gauge (dummy
Control Rod Cluster)is inserted to pass through the fuel assembly, and the
friction force is measured to confirm that it is within the specified limit.

5) After assembling of the Upper Core Internal Structure, the Control Rod
Cluster Gauge is inserted to each Guide Tube, and the friction force is
measured to confirm that it is within the specified limit.(Fig-3)
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The tests items 2) to 5) above are conducted under dry condition.

6) After the completion of installing Reactor Vessel, Core Internal Structure,
Fuel Assemblies, Control Rods, and Control Rod Drive Mechanisms, the control
rod drive line test is conducted.

Judgment of the sound operation is made through the current shape and

acoustic information on the oscillography, etc.

The test is conducted at both low temperature and hot condition with and
without coolant flow.

7) During the test of item 6) above, the control rod drop test is conducted.

The drop-time of the Control Rod is measured to confirm the compliance to the
requirements.

8) During the plant operation, the stepping test of Control Rod is conducted to

confirm the proper movement.
In this test,the drop-time test is not conducted.

7. Criteria for forces to move Rod

Forces should be predetermined by experiment.
Actual value depends on the gauge and the test aparatus.
As a reference value, forces may be in the order of kilograms.

8. Shape changes of Fuel Assembly

Some deformations of fuel assembly after irradiation have been experienced.
Most cases of fuel assembly bow were observed in banana shape, and the amount
of deformation was less than 10 mm. However, this amount does not affect to
prolonging the drop-time, mispositioning nor sticking of a control rod cluster.

S-shape deformation was rarely observed. Some experiment indicated that the
deformation of less than 5 mm in S-shape does not cause any effects on the
insertion capability of the control rod, either.

9. Chemical sediments discovered

There was no such a case that clad was deposited whereby drop-time of a

control rod became longer or the insertion of control rods was interrupted.

10. Role of friction and wear
1) It can be obtained from analysis that the more a frictional force is

increased, the more a drop time is increased. As the result of analysis
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and tests, it was indicated that the fractional force was increased to such
a degree as the drop-time was affected when the amount of deformation was
increased over 15 mm in the banana shape.

2) The wear of control rod by insertion and extraction has not been experienced
before.

There were some cases that a control rod were worn during stand still
condition at the intersection of the card plate of a Control Rod Cluster
Guide Tube caused by fretting. However, any affection on drop-time or
insertion problem was not observed.

11. dependence of rod mispositioning on fuel cycle length

Any mispositioning of control rod was not experienced as mentioned above.

Most cases, the deformation of the fuel assembly was observed after the first

cycle, but was not increased so much in the second and third cycles.
One of the reasons for this, we suppose, is that the fuels are completely

shuffled in each refueling operation, and irradiation of a fuel is not made at
the same core location for more than one cycle. This may have some effect on
avoiding the accumulation of the deformation due to irradiation.

12. Regulatory requirements to be posed on the operation of an affected plant

The operation has not been conducted with degraded capability of the control

rod insertion, so far. Therefore, Safety Analysis of such cases have not been

performed.
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WIRE ROPE
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CONTROL ROD CLUSTER
GUIDE TUBE
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Fig-2 FRICTION TEST FOR
ROD CLUSTER GUIDE TUBE
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1 Summary

On August 221994, Ringhals 4 was operating at 51 % with one turbine,
the power supply to the 400 kV grid was interrupted for 9 minutes.
After transition to house load, the turbine was manually tripped and
subsequently the reactor scrammed. At the scram the control rod K10
did not reach the bottom but jammed 18 steps from a fully inserted
position. During the subsequent performed drop tests, the same rod
jammed 24 steps from a fully inserted position. During the drop tests,
another three control rods jammed between 6 and 12 steps out.

This was caused by increased friction between the control rods and the
guide thimbles, caused by bowing of fuel assemblies. The extent of the
bowing depends on the bumup of the fuel assemblies. This, however,
is the first time that S-shaped fuel assemblies have been found in
Ringhals. All four control rods were placed in fuel assemblies which
have been in operation for three years. The immediate corrective action
will be to only use new or one year old fuel assemblies in control rod
positions.

2 Description

On August 221994 at 10h49, the 400 kV connection line to Ringhals 4,
was disconnected during work in a sub station approximately 30
kilometers from Ringhals. Ringhals 4 was at the time operating at 51 %
with one turbine of two in operation. After the loss of offsite power,
Ringhals 4 switched over to house load operation. The turbine operator
observed that the turbine speed was high and rising, at the same time
as vibration alarms were received from two turbine bearings. The
turbine operator then chose to trip the turbine manually. The turbine
trip subsequently caused a reactor scram at 10h50. After the scram,
control rod K10 did not reach the bottom entirely but jammed 18 steps
from a fully inserted position, which is equivalent to 286 mm. (A fully
withdrawn control rod corresponds to 228 steps).

After the loss of offsite power, all four diesel generators started and
energized the busbars without disturbances. At this stage the reactor
was cooled by natural circulation. Nine minutes later, the offsite power
was restored and one reactor coolant pump was started.

At 13h00, calculations showed Liiat it was possible, from a reactivity
point of view, to fully withdraw control rod KIO for a drop test. At this
test the control rod jammed 24 steps from a fully inserted position.
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the annual refuelling outage. The outage started three days earlier than
planned, after 1475 days of operation without scram. The last scram
occurred on April 12,1990.

At about 21hl0, when the unit was in hot standby, drop tests were
carried out on all control rods. At this test control rod K10 again
jammed at 24 steps. Also three more control rods jammed in positions
between 6 to 12 steps from a fully inserted position. Furthermore, two
more control rods had long insertion times. These times were however
within acceptable limits, according to the Technical Specifications
(shorter than 2.2 seconds to the dashpot). All control rods were then
inserted, except for K10 which jammed a couple of steps from the
bottom. At the descent to cold shut-down, when the temperature
decreased below 200°C, control rod K10 fell to the bottom.

3 Plant description

Ringhals 4 is a 960 MWe PWR with two turbines, manufactured by
Westinghouse. The unit went in commercial operation in 1983. On the
same site, there are three more units.

f"JGhait'/£ Type „ .riVen-dor/- -J, Power MWe

^>^>^-:i PWR WesSngSm&e^

Figure 1 Ringhals units

Ringhals 4 has 157 fuel assemblies. Each fuel assembly consists of 264
fuel rods in a 17x17 pattern. There are 25 guide thimbles in each fuel
assembly, of which one is dedicated for core instrumentation and the
others for control rods. The guide thimble is 3895 mm long with a wall
thickness of 0,4 mm and an inside diameter of 11,25 mm, which gives a
diametrical clearance to the control rods of 1,57 mm.

In the lower part of the guide thimble, the diameter narrows from
11,25 to 10,10 mm. This area, 124 mm from the bottom and up to 619
mm, is called the dashpot. The purpose with the dashpot is to reduce
the speed of the control rod. Above the dashpot, there are four holes
with the purpose to direct the coolant flow to the control rod. These
holes also contribute to increase the drop speed of the control rod
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above the dashpot, as parts of the repressed water can pass through the
holes. In the bottom of the guide thimble there is a little hole in order
to have a continuous flow through the guide thimble. On the guide
thimbles there are eight welded grids which support the fuel rods,
principally in radial direction.

OLD 00M VIII KG

-THDULE HUE

.mime ii»a
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MTTSX KOZZLE •TMIMH.E SCREW

Figure 2 17x17 fuel assembly
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There are 48 control rods in Ringhals 4. Of these, 16 are dedicated as
shut down rods and are placed in two banks. The other 32 rods are
control rods and are placed in four banks. At operation at 100% power,
all rods are fully withdrawn at 228 steps except for one control rod
bank, where the rods are placed somewhere between 225 and 228
steps.



Each control rod consists of 24 individual absorber rods, made of a
silver-indium-cadmium alloy. The diameter of the rods is 9,68 mm.

The core in Ringhals 4 is loaded with low-leakage-pattern, where new
fuel assemblies are placed in a more central position. The maximal fuel
load was increased in 1988. Furthermore, the enrichment has increased
during a period of six years from 3,4% to 3,7%, which means that the
old fuel is more utilized and less new fuel assemblies are used.

The last couple of years, approximately 36 new fuel assemblies have
been loaded at the annual refuelling outage. The placement of new fuel
assemblies has been the same during the last two years, which means
that, above all two year old fuel assemblies have been placed in control
rod positions. During the last year, 32 fuel assemblies which have been
in operation for two years, have been placed in control rod positions.
In 1991, there were only 16 old fuel assemblies in control rod positions.

4 Analysis

Einghals immediately organized a project in order to find the root
cause to the jammed control rods. This project included, among other
things, a survey of possible causes, visual inspection of the fuel
assemblies and various tests.

4.1 Possible causes

Before the inspections of the reactor vessel and the fuel assemblies
started, possible causes to the jammed control rods were established.

Causes releated to the reactor vessel:

• mispositioning of reactor vessel internals

• friction or blocking in upper internals for the control rod mechanism

Causes related to the fuel:

• control rod deficiencies
• guide thimble deficiencies
• degradation of the dashpot function
• decreased inner guide thimble tube diameter due to increased crud

deposits
• bowed guide thimbles as a consequence of corrosion,

hydrogenation, etc
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42 Inspections and tests

After the scram,drop tests were performed in hot condition. These tests
revealed that the increased friction was obtained at the later part of the
drop distance. The drop times for the four affected control rods at the
End of Cycle, were more than 0.12 seconds longer than at the
Beginning of Cycle. The average drop time increased with 0.06
seconds. According to the Technical Specifications, the drop time to the
dashpot, must be shorter than 2.2 seconds.

To verify that the jammed control rods were a consequence of the fuel
assemblies and not of the control rods, the frictional force of the control
rods was measured in fuel assemblies placed in the spent fuel pooL
The tests showed that all control rods had a lower friction force when
they were inserted in new fuel assemblies.

Inspection of the four affected fuel assemblies revealed that the bowing
was S-shaped and that the maximum bow was located at grids number
five and six from the bottom. In order to measure the bowing of the
individual guide thimbles in these assemblies, additional inspections
were performed with three different kinds of gauges.
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Figure 3 Ringhals 4 core
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Figure 4 Results from fuel assemblies inspections
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Figure 5 Bowing of fuel assembly in position KIO, from the centre line
(mm)



These inspections were also performed at 31 other fuel assemblies.
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Figure 6 Gauge measurements of fuel assemblies irradiated one year
respectively two years

According to previous experiences, the natural bowing shape is the
"banana-shape". Tests with fuel assemblies, which were bowed like a
"banana", revealed that this shape only has a marginal influence on
the insertion times. The insertion times increased with only 0.01 to 0.02
seconds.

If the fuel assembly has an S-shape, then the friction increases
dramatically. With the same bowing amplitude, the drop time
increases ten times for an S-shaped fuel assembly, i.e 0.1 to 0.2 seconds.

The fuel manufacturer has earlier experiences from bowing in the same
fuel type as at Ringhals 4.1 most of the cases the fuel assemblies were
bowed like a "banana". S-shaped fuel assemblies has been observed in
20-30% of the cases but not with that amplitude that has been observed
at Ringhals 4.

4.3 Summary of the inspections and tests:

• The majority of the guide thimbles in the four affected fuel
assemblies, was bowed in a similar way as the fuel rods.

• The increased friction between the control rods and the guide
thimbles is mainly caused by the S-shaped fuel assembly.

• The extent of the bowing is depending on the burnup.
• Fuel assemblies with a burnup lower than 30 MWd/kgU did not

show signs of any significant bowing.
• Fuel assemblies with a burnup higher than 34 MWd/kgU could

cause such an extensive bowing that the friction between the control
rods and the guide thimbles becomes too high. The extensive
bowing could result in extended insertion times or/and in jammed
control rods.



5 Consequences/Corrective actions

Ringhals 4

An investigation has been started at Ringhals 4 in order to find title root
cause to the S-shaped fuel assemblies. Extensive inspections will be
performed on used fuel assemblies from both Ringhals 3 and 4.
Relations between bowing shape, burnup, manufacturing etc., will be
analyzed. Until the root cause is found, only new or one year old fuel
assemblies will be placed in control rod positions.

These efforts will hopefully result in the fact that bowing can be
predictable, so that a more flexible core loading strategy could be used.
This could also result in changes in the core design in the way that the
placement of the assemblies in different quadrants could be controlled,
so that extensive differences in irradiation levels between the sides of
the fuel assemblies sides could be avoided.

To verify the insertion times of the control rods, recurrent drop tests
will be performed during operation the following year. Besides the
drop test after the refuelling outage, three more test will be performed
during the year, all in hot condition. One of these tests will be carried
out in connection with the next refuelling outage.

Ringhals 3

The core in Ringhals 3 this year is equal to the core in Ringhals 4 the
previous year, why the same problem could be expected at Ringhals 3.
The insertion times at Ringhals 3 were verified during start up after the
refuelling outage this year. To verify the insertion times of the control
rods, two more drop tests will be performed during 1994. After that
drop tests will be conducted with a maximum interval of 45 days until
the refuelling outage. One drop test should be performed in connection
with the outage.

Ringhals 2

Ringhals 2, however, differs from Ringhals 4 in the way that they have
15x15 fuel which usually has less tendency to bow as the guide
thimbles and the control rods have a larger diameter, compared with
17x17 fuel. However, Ringhals 2 will also verify the insertion times
before the outage next year.
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6 Conclusions

Inspections and tests indicate that the control rod jamming is caused
by increased friction between the control rods and the guide thimbles.
The increase in friction is caused by the S-shaped bowing of the fuel
assemblies. Severe S-shapes have only been observed in fuel
assemblies with a burnup above 34 MWd/kgU. Further investigations
will be performed in order to find the rporcause of the S-shaped
bowing. /
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Observed RCCA Conditions

Hafnium hydriding
Vane separation
Debris
B4C swelling
Crud buildup in drive mechanism



Nine Instances Of Stuck RCCAs During
Operation

No Experience Of Longer Droptime



Nine instances of Stuck RCCAs
during Operation

• 1 Hafnium hydriding
• 4 Debris
• 3 Vane Separation
• 1 Interference with Assembly Clamp



Stainless Steel Is Essentially Transparent To Hydrogen

Hydriding Causes Localized Bulging Of The Cladding

Evaluations Indicated Small Increases In Drop Time
Might Occur, ButySignificant Changes Were Observed

hJo

One RCCA Stuck In Guide Thimble Dashpot

Hafnium RCCAs Removed From Service
- Isolated Use As Spares



Debris

Debris in Fuel Assembly Guide Tube
• Small chips and nuggets
• Binding between rodlets/debris/guide

thimble
Debris in Upper Internals Guide Tube
• Dowel pin from themocouple column

funnel

No slowing observed - RCCAs became
stuck



ON Vane Separation

Vane separation on early vintage 14 and 15
RCCAs
Weld/Braze design on 14 and 15 RCCAs
modified
Last occurrence of vane separation in 1985

No slowing observed - RCCAs became
stuck



nterference with Fuel Assembly
Clamp

• Fuel assembly clamp interferred with
travel of RCCA

No slowing observed - RCCA became
stuck



oo Other Experience with RCCAs

• B4C Swelling
• Crud buildup in drive mechanism



B4C Swelling

B4C swells when exposed to high
neutron fluence
Some older design RCCAs contained
no Ag-ln-Cd tip; full length B4C
Tip swelling (axial cracks) was
observed
Missing end plugs also observed



0 0 Crud Buildup in Drive Mechanism

Drop times exceeding technical specification
limits
Crud deposits were observed on the thermal
barrier ball check values
Failure of all thermal ball check values to open
could result in significant increase in drop time

Corrective actions were recommended
• exercise RCCAs through 10% of their length

every two weeks to cycle the fluid trapped in
the upper CRDM area



ANNEX 1-6.1
XA9744153

Zaporozhye NPP, Ukraine

Operational experience with
the mechanical control and protection system

for WWER-1000 reactor in case of a three-year fuel cycle.

Report for the IAEA meeting
Vienna, 20-25 February 1995.
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Abbreviations used:

CE CPS - control element of control & protection system

AR CPS - absorbing rod of control & protection system

SBA - special burnable absorber

AE1 - absorbing element

FA - fuel assembly

MCP - main circulating pump

SPT - system of protective tubing

SPM - scheduled preventive maintenance
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1. INTRODUCTION.

In Ukraine at present there are 10 operational NPP units with WWER-1000
reactors. The names and time of commercial operation of these units are presented
in Table 1.

Table 1.

WWER - 1000 CONNECTED TO THE GRID

No/No

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9

10

NPP Name

South Ukraine NPP

Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3

Zaporozhe NPP

Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5

Rovno NPP

Unit 3

Khmelnitski NPP

Unit 1

Grid
Connection

1982
1985
1989

1984
1985
1986
1987
1989

1985

1987
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Zaporozhye unit 6 is in the process of starting-up now. Reactor installations of
South Ukraine units 1 and 2 represent a small-lot production version (W-302) of reactor
WWER-1000, which differs from the large-scale production version (W-320) being used
at the rest of Ukrainaine NPP units mainly in the layout of major items of first circuit
loops.

The core of these units is characterized by unified design of fuel assembly which
has no jacket.

The core arrangement of South Ukraine unit 1 is different from that of all other
units; it has 49 control elements while all others have 81 control rods with step-by-step
electromagnetic drives.

Zaporozhye unit one is a forerunner for the large-scale production version of
reactor WWER-1000 (W-320), it was commissioned in December 1984.

Table 2 presents basic characteristics of this version of WWER-1000.

Table 2.

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF WWER-1000

Parameter Value

Thermal capacity, MW 3000
Electric capacity, MW 1007

Number of working loops 4
Operating pressure, MPa 15.7
Coolant inlet temperature, *C 289.7
Coolant outlet temperature,°C 300
Coolant flow rate in the loop, nt/hr 21200
Coolant flow rate through reactors/At . - 84800
Pressure difference in reactor, MPa 0.38
Number of fuel assemblies 163

Initially all reactors were operated in a two-year fuel cycle, then in 1969 the
reactors have been transferred to a three-year cycle operation in accordance with the
design requirements worked out by the chief designer of this reactor installation. From
the time when the first unit of South Ukraine NPP was commissioned in 1982 and up to
1986 the malfunctions of control element drives were periodically observed. These
malfunctions were manifested by control rod increased friction in the process of
movement and were caused by design deficiency of the control rod position sensor
(LD-2). In 1986 this position sensor was replaced by a new one with a different type of
design (Linear position sensor - LPS and Final position indicator - FPI).

After this replacement practically no malfunctions were observed in the CPS
control rods in the period from 1986 to 1992. In September 1992 two CPS control rods
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were jammed in an intermediate position in South Ukraine unit 3 reactor.

In October-November 1992 Zaporozhye unit one was shut down for planned fuel
reloading and after dismantling of upper structure and a set of protective tubing the
scheduled operation to examine core fuel assembly heads was carried out. The
examination made on the 4-th of November 1992 revealed that 8 CPS absorbing rods
(AR) rised above fuel assembly heads in the core. The following values of absorbing rod
rising and corresponding core coordinates were noted:

Cell Coordinates The amount of CPS AR rising, mm

09-36 100
07-38 25
09-20 30
10 - 29 200
10 - 35 200
10 - 37 200
13 - 32 30
13 - 26 20

Note:. Fuel assemblies NN03828, 0320 mere placed in the cells 13 - 20 and 07 - 38, they
were operated in the reactor third cycle. These fuel assemblies were subjected to
post-irradiation examination. The CPS absorbing rods which were placed in the
cells 09- 20 and 10 - 29 demonstrated some movement deficiency while being
vertically moved in the core by remote operation from main control room when
reactor was shut down for fuel reloading. To establish the cause of malfunctions
working program was set up for examination of FA guide tubes for under CPS
AR. In the context of this program the possibility of all 18 guide tubes of the fuel
assembly situated in the cell 18 - 26 was checked with 9.1 mm diameter gauge.
Increased friction was found in nine of these guide tubes when the gauge was
moving at a distance of 100 - 400 mm from the bottom of fuel assembly.

When the possibility of this fuel assembly guide channels was tested with the help
of CPS AR simulator the increased friction of rod bundle was revealed in the same range
of vertical distances.The testing was performed on all 132 fuel assemblies which should
be incorporated in the next fuel load. Increased friction was found in 46 from those 132
FA. It was also found that many of fuel assemblies with revealed increased friction in
guide channels were operated during one year in a core with burnable absorber rods

S BA (BAR). When core arrangement was carried out during reloading shutdown period and
5 £/T"BrtR" bundles were withdrawn from guide tubes with reloading machines the incidents

of increased friction were noted. In January 1993 Zaporozhye unit one was started up
after fuel reloading. Prior to starting up the drop time of all 61 CPS CE had been
assessed and it did not exceed 4 sec. At a joint meeting of Russian and Ukrainian experts
in April 1993 where the problems of CPS control element jamming up were dealt with,
it was decided to perform tests on CPS CE once in every three months.

The test procedure consisted of dropping the drive ram from CPS AR in a safety
protection mode from the uppermost position and checking the drop time which should
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not exceed 4 sec. These tests have been conducted at regular intervals and are still being
carried out under a specially devised program, titled The program of serviceability
verification of mechanical elements in a reactor emergency protection system". These
tests were aimed at checking the possibility of CPS AR along FA guide tubes. The test
procedure involves consecutive dropping the drive ram from CPS AR in a safety
protection mode, from the upper limit switch to the lower stop (or lower limit switch).

By the end of 1994 54 tests have been performed at Russian and Ukrainian NPP
units with WWER-1000 reactors.

Incidents of CPS CE mulfunctions were observed at all 5 Zaporozhye units, at the
third Rovno unit, at the second and third South Ukraine units, at the first Khmelnitski
unit and at similar Russian NPP units as well. As a rule malfunctions manifested by
excess of the specified drop time (4 sec.) became evident after some period of over
operation of the unit (in the second half of the reactor campain).

Analysis of measurements which define the position of the system of protective
tubing (SPT) in a reactor well relative to reactor vessel flange has shown that by the end
of fuel cycle some SPT bending occurs. The lower plate of SPT is placed on
spring-loaded pins of fuel assembly heads.

Remarks System of protective;tubing (SPT) is intended for fixing fuel assembly
to avoid covering of FA and SftA bundles and to protect CPS from coolant flow
exposure. With its lower plate SPT is placed on spring-loaded pins of FA heads and
tightens the fuel assembly with lid flange of upper unit when the seal of reactor
main joint is tightened . The bending amounted to 5 mm. In summer 1993 an

unplanned loss of sealing occurred at Zaporozhye unit one reactor, at that time the
reactor reached half of its campaign.

The measurements taken showed that after the first half of the reactor campaign
there was no SPT bending. But when the measurements were taken at the same reactor
unit at the end of 1993 campain, it became clear that SPT bending progressed vigorously
during the second half of the reactor campain. Exactly this operation period is
characterized by the greatest number of malfunctions manifested by CPS CE increased
friction. The lower part of the core (that is the section up to 600 mm from the core
bottom) makes the greatest contribution to the CPS CE drop time increase. The
incidents of CPS CE hanging up in an intermediate position are registered within this
particular section. Following the directive N488-82 issued on 12.07.93 by Mr.Mikhailov,
Russian Federation Atomic Energy secretary, and by Mr.Nigmatullin, first deputy
chairman of the Ukraine State committee for utilization of atomic energy, an
interdepartmental commission was established to clarify the causes of and to find
remedies for CPS CE malfunctions. A program has been worked out and adopted for
implementation. It is titled" The program of measures for identification of causes of CPS
CE increased friction at WWER-1000 reactor installations and their elimination";
working commissions were formed to deal with different branches of study: structural
analysis, operation modes, chemistry and radiation chemistry, post-irradiation material
examination. The main bulk of studies was performed by scientific and industrial
institutions in Russia. A wide range of theoretical and experimental studies was
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conducted. In hot cells of scientific-research institute for atomic reactors (Dmitrovgrad)
post-irradiation studies were performed using two fuel assemblies which had been
operating for three years at Zaporozhye unit one reactor and revealed increased friction
of CPS AR. As a result of these studies it was found that:

1. An immediate cause of multiple malfunctions of CPS CE which became
evident in 1992 - 1994 after the transition to the three-year fuel cycle was formation of
additional frictional forces between CPS AR and FA guide channels; these forces stem
from complicated spatial bending of guide channels:

1.1 A cause of FA guide tube bending is increased mechatnical loading of FA
support frame which was transferred across the system of protective tubing to FA heads
by the upper unit after its sealing on the reactor vessel.

1.2 It is possible that with the burnup FA guide tubes reduce their resistance
to axial stability loss relative to their initial state and it affects the bending of FA guide
tubes; also important are the moments and forces which arise as a result of thermal and
mechanical interaction between FA elements (fuel rod bundle, guide tubes, spacer grids)
because of differences in thermal coefficients of expansion, mechanical and radiation
properties of FA materials.

These problems are being studied by some institutions in Russia.

2. Records are being kept concerning efficiency and responsiveness of
emergency protection system as compared with design goals:

2.1 Estimations of CPS AR efficiency performed in cases of control rods
jamming-up at some NPP units definitely showed that in all cases available CPS AR
efficiency exceeded design value;

2.2 Provisional calculations using both one-dimensional and
three-dimensional-temporal models demonstrated that in case of emergency protection
system functioning in 10 sec. (with allowance made for jamming-up of one most effective
CPS control element) the requirements set up in the regulative documents ONB-38 and
GE PY A4-89 would be met. It is necessary to verify and certify the programs of study
of neutron physics and thermal hydraulics aspects in three-dimensional kinetics for
WWER-1000 reactor.

3. Progressive accumulation of factors causing CPS CE malfunction should
be accomplished.

4. In spite of available safety margins FA bendings impair reactor core safety:

4.1 Emergency protection efficiency and responsiveness are reduced because
of extended drop time or (if that is the case) because of CPS CE jamming-up;

4.2 Design parameters for gap size between FA elements are not complied
with, leading to the nonuniformity of energy release.
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5. It was not confirmed that such factors as "depositions on inner surface of
FA guide channels and on the surface of CPS AR owing to coolant boiling" and
"corrosion product intake into CPS guide tubes" are of great importance.

At present safe core operation is provided by:

a) existing margins of emergency protection system efficiency and responsiveness;

b) periodic checking of emergency protection responsiveness by performing
regular tests. If during the test CPS CE drop time exceeds 4 sec. reactor's mode of
operation is changed from using 4 main circulating pumps (MCP) to using 3 or 2 MCPs
with corresponding reduction of allowable capacity provided the CPE CE drop time stays
within 4 sec. As the experience of 1993, 1994 years has shown three functioning MCPs
provide specified CPS CE drop time for remaining part of the reactor till
fuel reloading;

c) making up fuel loading for the core while taking into account the
recommendations aimed at reducing the probability of CPS CE malfunctions. In doing
so the possibility of CPS CE is checked and the degree of increased friction is estimated
for all fuel assemblies incorporated in the core for a given fuel loading;

d) forthcoming special finishing program for SPT which will be performed to
reduce the stressing of FA spring heads and FA loading so that all design parameters are
met. These programs have already been implemented at South Ukraine unit 2 and
Zaporozhye unit 2 and now CPS CE drop time at these units stays within specified limits.
According to the estimates made by Chief designer there is currently no evidence that
change from 4 to 3 MCPs is equivalent, if converted to mass values, to weight gain of 5-6
kg.

At the present time improvement of CPS CE rams is planned to make them
heavier and reduce resistance to their movement in a free-fall mode (emergency
protection functioning).

To eliminate basic problems leading to increased friction of CPS CE and FA
guide tubes, Chief fuel designer and some other scientific and industrial enterprises in
Russia are implementing a wide variety of programs which will allow to eliminate current
difficulties with CPS CE.



ANNEX 1-6.2
XA9744154

ISSUES OF NEGATIVE REACTIVITY EMERGENCY
INSERTION RATE ON NPP KOZLODUY UNIT 6

The NPP Kozloduy and the Bulgarian Regulatory Body were aware of
the issue of the change of the WWER-1000 control rods drop time from the
information on the Russian and Ukrainian WWER-1000 units operation. This
fact was stated on NPP Kozloduy unit VI on 15 October 1994 when during
the outage and regulatory check ups of the control rods insertion rates, the
drop times of 7 control rods exceeding 4 sec. were measured. After the
measurements have been carried out with 3 MCPs in operation, the drop time
of the defaulted control rods were measured to be within the regulated time-
limits of 1.5 - 4 sec. The analysis of the results has shown as follows:

1. The results of the insertion rate measurements over the recent two
fuel cycles on unit 6 are in conformity with the regulated time-limits.

2. All defaulted control rods on unit VI are accommodated in the fuel
assemblies operating for the second fuel cycle.

3. The speed slowing down occurs in the bottom part of fuel assemblies
/six control rods have dropped for 4 sec. in position of 0 - 10%, one rod - in
position of 10 - 20% of the core bottom level.

4. The carried out calculations show that the Automatic Shutdown
System effectiveness is reduced insignificantly and is higher than the regulated
value of 5% at the most conservative calculation approach.

5. All defaulted control rods are instrumented with DPL type rod
position indication sensors, the construction of which slows down the control
rod drop time with about 0.5 sec.

The Regulatory Body sets out the following requirements:

1. To provide a program for complementary check ups and tests.
2. To develop a program for control rods testing prior to reactor start-

up.
3. To ground a long operation of the unit with 3 MCPs .

The complementary check ups and tests included measurements of
friction loads at insertion and withdrawal of defaulted control rods and
oscillographic measurements of the drop time of all control rods in conditions
of reactor "hot" parameters prior to the unit start-up. On the basis of
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programs, methods and auxiliary measuring devices of EDB "Hydropress"
concrete programs of tests were developed by NPP Kozloduy. The results of
the measurements of the friction load along the length of the working motion
have shown significant deviations from the approved criteria ( F fr £ 4 kgs)
for defaulted control rods and direct dependence of the measured friction
loads and control rods drop speed. The tests of the "hot" parameters have
proved the results prior to the unit shut-down. In compliance with the
technical decision agreed upon with "Hydropress" and "Kourtchatov "
Institute, the unit operation should have proceeded in the mode with 3 MCPs
running and regular control rods drop time tests - once a month.

Independent expert assessment of the operation mode with 3 MCPs
was based on the SAR and thermohydraulic analyses carried out for PSA of
units V and VI. The results of these assessments show that:

1. The control and instrumentation systems do not change their
operation algorithm and automatically control power depending on the
equipment working.

2. The initial states of the core parameters are more favourable for
managing emergency modes due to increase of critical heat flux ratio with
about 35% and decrease of the fuel average temperature.

3. It is necessary to carry out detailed analyses under conditions without
operation of different number of MCPs and control rods drop time up to 5
sec.

On the basis of the provided data and analysis the Regulatory Body has
issued a license for the unit operation with 3 operating MCPs and permissible
power of 67% of the rated power. The carried out monthly tests have proved
the fulfilment of the design requirements to the control drop time.
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05-36 3.98 3.90 3.10 3.2S

10-37 3.50 3.42 2.84 2.98

1 M 0 3.56 3.49 2.92 2.96

11-22 3.63 3.56 2.90 2.9S

06-21 3.40 3.33 2.88 2.86

03-28 3.58 3.49 2.74 2.88

03-30 2.80 2.82 2.24 2.28

06-37 3.33 3.35 2.38 2.42

11-36 2.78 2.66 2.26 2.22

13-28 2.52 2.56 2.20 2.20

10-21 2.58 2.42 2.19 2.06

05-22 2.58 2.59 2.06 2.14

03-36 2.50^ 3.36 2.97 2.48 2.54

09-40 S2.90 2.46 2.44 2.28 2.10

14-33 2.94 2.23 1.74 1.78

13-22 2.92 2.89 2.42 2.48

07-18 2.24 2.25 2.08 2.12

02-25 2.27 2.22 2.06 2.04

02-33 2.82 2.90 2.31 2.36

07-40 2.40 —' 2.35 2.38 2.08 1.95

13-36 ?.6O ", "• 2.56 2.57 2.40 2.52

14-25 2.34 2.36 2.16 2.24

09-18 2.58 2.60 2.14 2.21

03 22 2.62 2.30 2.22

04-29 3.96 4.01 3.92 3.16 3.21 3.32

10-35 4.08 4.06 4.12 4.07 3.26 3.24 3.36

10-23 4.07 4.04 4.24 4.08 3.04 3.03 3.16

08-29 3.32 3.42 2.72 2.77

06-35 2.53 2.59 1.94 2.00

12-29 2.58 2.62 2.39 2.34

06-23 2.80 2.84 2.26 2.12
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Results of the measurements of control rods motion forces
on NPP Kozloduy, unit VI

Cell

NQ

08-29

06-29

09-26

10-23

05-38

07-38

14-29

12-35

10-35

11-38

Group

V

VI

VI

V

IX

VIII

IX

VIII

V

IX

Motion force

up
[kg]

27.5

30.5

31.0

30.1

38.9

37.3

36.5

35.0

29.3

34.8

stationary
(kg]

26.1

29.5

30.3

25.9

31.0

30.7

31.6

29.0

25.0

30.0

down
(kg)

22.1

25.8

25.0

20.5

17.1

18.9

21.2

21.5

20.0

21.9

Friction force

[kg]

2.7

2.4

3.0

4.8

10.7

9.2

7.7

6.7

4.7

6.5

Drop time

Is]

-

-

-

4.07

6.64

4.58

4.14

4.3

4.08

4.23



Reactor protection system effectiveness at nominal parameters,
NPP Kozloduy unit VI, 2nd fuel cycle

Group location at initial state: Hl-9=100%, H10=80%

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

T

fuel cycle

240.0

240.0

240.0

298.2

298.2

298.2

Hl-4
H6-9

%

0

0

0

0

0

0

H5

%

100

100

100

100

100

100

H10

%

0

0

0

0

0

0

Control rods
height, %

12-35,07-38
14-29,11-38

0

10

20

0

10

20

Control rod
height,
05-38.

%

0

20

20

0

20

20

MECR
09-26

%

100

100

100

100

100

100

Reactor Protection
System Effectiveness,

%

7.02

7.00

6.95

7.10

7.07

7.02

-0.02

-0.07

-0.03

-0.08

MECR - Failure to drop of a maximum effective control rod in the ultimate top position

Conclusion: The design effectiveness of the Reactor Protection System is decreased by maximum of
0.08% in case of defaulted of dropping up to 20% of any control rod.
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ON

Alteration of control rods drop times
under different operation modes ofNPP Kozloduy unit VI

Control

rods

coordinates

04-29

10-35

10-23

03-32

07-38

12-35

05-38

11-38

14-29

Group

N°

V

V

V

VIII

VIII

VIII

IX

IX

IX

Drop time

Prior to

start-up

3.40

3.60

3.95

3.15

3.04

3.46

3.26

2.24

3.50

16. 10. 94

4MCPs

3.96

4.08

4.07

3.94

4.38

4.30

6.64

4.23

4.14

4MCPs

4.06

4.04

4.58

4.44

7.32

4.28

4.28

3MCPs

3.13

3.20

3.38

3.46

3.19

14. 11.94

4MCPs

4.01

4.12

4.24

4.96

4.52

4.52

5.52

4.23

4.31

4MCPs

3.92

4.07

4.08

4.92

4.42

4.53

5.43

4.36

4.36

3MCPs

3.16

3.26

3.04

3.22

3.12

3.19 ,

3.24

3.40

3.21

25.12.94

3MCPs

3.21

3.24

3.03

3.14

3.17

3.17

3.22

3.46

3.12

28.01.95

3MCPs

3.32

3.36

3.16

3.19

3.24

3.22

3.44

3.56

3.16



ANNEX 1-7 XA9744155

International Atomic Energy Agency

Consultants' Meeting on Control Rod Insertion Reliability
Vienna, February 20-24, 1995

WER-1000 SAFETY ANALYSES
considering increased drop time and/or partial

insertion of control rods upon scram

by
I.N.Vassilchenko

EDO Gidropress, Podolsk, Russia
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WER-1000 SAFETY ANALYSES

1. DESIGN SAFETY ANALYSES

1.1. Guidelines for Reactor Scram System

1.2. List of Design Basis Accidents

1.3. Acceptance Criteria

1.4. Computer Codes

1.5. Design Scram Characteristics
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WER-1000 SAFETY ANALYSES

2. RE-EVALUATION OF DBAs

2.0. Bounding Scram Features

2.1. List of Events to be Re-analyzed

2.2. Control Rod Ejection

2.3. Control Rod Group Withdrawal

2.4. Reactor Coolant Pump Jamming

2.5. Station Blackout

2.6. Main Steam Isolation Valve Closure

2.7. Loss of Feedwater

2.8. LB LOCA

2.9. PRZ SV Opening

2.10. Steam Line Break
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WER-1000 SAFETY ANALYSES

3. CONTROL ROD EJECTION ANALYSIS
WITH 3D-KINETICS

3.1. SPACE Code

3.2. RADUGA Code

3.3. NOSTRA Code

3.4. Status of Domestic 3D Codes
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WER-1000 SAFETY ANALYSES

4. CONCLUSION

- all the design basis events (transients and
accidents) were considered in connection with
control rod insertion problem;

- operating experience of a number of NPPs was
used to create the bounding scram parameters
for DBA calculations;

- a number of events were re-analyzed with
domestic 0D-, ID- and 3D-kinetic codes using
very conservative assumption on scram worth;

- all the prescribed acceptance criteria for all the
DBAs were found to be met.
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ANNEX 1-8
XA9744156

RCP locked rotor analysis for WWER-1000/V320
with increased insertion time of control rods

E.Balabanov, A.Ivanova, V.Hristchev
ENERGOPROEKT pic, Sofia, Bulgaria

To be presented in IAEA Consultant's meeting "Control Rod Insertion Reliability"

20 - 24 February, 1995

Vienna, Austria
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Since end of 1992, at several operating units with WWER - 1000 in Russia and
Ukraine, a drop time of control rods exceeding the limiting design value was observed.

The reactor protection system of the WWER - 1000 type of reactors includes 61
control rod assemblies with 18 rodlets per assembly. These include 4 part-length rods with
absorbers in the lower half only. The control rods are grouped together in 10 banks. The part-
length rods form bank No 5 and is used for Xenon control. This bank is not treated as part of
the reactor protection system. The control rods are made of B4C in powder form enclosed in
stainless steel cladding.

The problem of increased control rods insertion time appeared in Unit 6 of Kozloduy
NPP in October and November 1994. During the required tests it was observed that 9 control
rods have increased drop time exceeding the maximum permitted design value (Tables 1,2).

The positioning of the control rods in the core is given in Fig. 1. The small numbers
inside the cells indicate the number of the control rod bank to which the control rod belongs.
The dark circles outline the control rods for which the design dropping time was exceeded.
The crosses indicate the rods belonging to bank No 5.

Table 1 15.10.94
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Control rod
coordinates

04-29
10-35
10-23
03-32
07-38
12-35
05-38
11-38
14-29

Bank No

V
V
V
VIII
VIII
VIII
IX
IX
IX

Control
rod worth,
%

-
-
-
0.134
0.120
0.134
0.124
0.138
0.124

Drop time, s
I meas. with
4 RCP in
operation
3.96
4.08
4.07
3.94
4.38
4.30
6.64
4.23
4.14

Drop time, s
II meas. with
4 RCP in
operation
-
4.06
4.04
-
4.58
4.44
7.32
4.28
4.28

Drop time, s
III meas.
with 3 RCP
in operation
-
-
-
-
3.13
3.20
3.38
3.46
3.19

These excessive rod drop times were measured at full coolant flow rate. The
measurements performed with three reactor coolant pumps in operation satisfied the
requirements for the control rod insertion time. On this basis Unit 6 of NPP Kozloduy is in
operation with three RCPs at reduced power of 67 %.
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Table 2 14.11.1994
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Control rod
coordinates

04-29
10-35
10-23
03-32
07-38
12-35
05-38
11-38
14-29

Bank No

V
V
V
VIII
VIII
VIII
IX
IX
IX

Control
rod worth,
%

-
-
-
0.134
0.120
0.134
0.124
0.138
0.124

Drop time, s
I meas. with
4 RCP in
operation
4.01
4.12
4.24
4.96
4.52
4.52
5.52
4.23
4.31

Drop time, s
II meas. with
4 RCP in
operation
3.92
4.07
4.08
4.92
4.42
4.53
5.43
4.36
4.36

Drop time, s
III meas.
with 3 RCP
in operation
3.16
3.26
3.04
3.22
3.12
3.19
3.24
3.40
3.21

All the other control rods had an insertion time less than 4 seconds.

The limited values of technological
Specifications for this regime are :

parameters according to the Technical

Maximum thermal power
Maximum coolant heat-up in the reactor
Maximum coolant heat-up in any fuel assembly
Maximum coolant temperature at the core outlet
Maximum average coolant temperature in the primary circuit

MW
UC
UC
ucuc

2010+60
25
29
317
288

The increased drop time of control rods arises safety concerns from both structural
deformation of fuel assemblies and particularly reliability of the control rods insertion.

With respect to fast transients, accidents with loss of primary coolant and/or seismic
event, the loads exerted on the fuel assemblies may exceed the design limits. In the case of
fast transients, the control rods could be inhibited from insertion within the time period
required for an effective reactivity control. During LOCA or a seismic event, control rods
insertion may not be possible at all due to deformation and, in addition, the flow channels
may also be blocked.

During the mentioned cases two safety functions characterizing the safety status of
NSSS - reactivity control and core cooling, could be jeopardized. So far, under certain
conditions, the third protection level of defense in depth could be effected and the first
physical barrier may be damaged.

In order to evaluate the influence of the slow dropping control rods, a few analyses
were performed of the most severe case with respect to the early rapid decrease of the DNB
ratio: reactor coolant pump locked rotor.

The analyses were performed using a model of WWER-1000/320 for the computer
code RELAP5/RMA. The model is based on a qualified Data base [1] and tested under
steady state and transient conditions for Unit 6 at Kozloduy NPP. Fig. 2 presents the
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comparison between the calculated and measured data for the reactor pumps head in case of
tripping of all RCPs at full power. The experimental data plotted in the figure are taking into
account the time interval of 4 s at which the information in the plant computer is updated, so
this is the lower limit of the actual pump head. If the recorded values are compared, the
calculation curve is always below the measured data points. This indicates that the pump
characteristics incorporated in the model, provide realistic results with slight conservatism.

The model includes the basic primary and secondary side components of the nuclear
steam supply system. The reactor core is modeled as two parallel channels: an average
channel representing the 162 average fuel assemblies and a hot channel, representing a single
assembly with the maximum permitted peaking factor kq = 1.35. The hot and average
channels are modeled as practically separate by introducing a very high pressure loss
coefficient at the cross-flow junctions between them. A hot pin is modeled as a separate heat
structure in the hot assembly, with a radial peaking factor 1^=1.5. Both the average and the
hot channel are modeled as 10 axial nodes, with an axial power distribution corresponding to
the permitted power shape and overall peaking factor according to the Technical
Specifications. The beginning of the fuel campaign was selected as providing the maximum
peaking factors.

The primary loop with the affected pump is modeled separately, while the other three
are lumped together. The same applies to the steam generators.

In case of a locked rotor event, the velocity of the affected pump is simultaneously
decreased to 0. In the model the assumption is that the pump is stopped within 0.01 s. In
order to provide a minimum coolant flow through the core, a reverse flow was allowed
through the affected loop. This assumption is rather conservative because the initiating event
would lead to very high values of the hydraulic resistance of the broken pump and so a
higher coolant flow would be directed to the core.

In order to select the most unfavourable scenario, several preliminary cases were
analyzed as follows:

• Loss of external grid together with the initiating event;
• Loss of external grid together with turbine trip;
• Loss of external grid together with reactor trip;
• No loss of external grid.

As a result the scenario in which all reactor coolant pumps are tripped together with
the initiating event was selected for the analyses as the most unfavourable with respect to the
selected acceptance criteria.

The seizure of one of the reactor coolant pumps will generate a signal for reactor
scram "Decreasing of the pressure difference of any RCPs from 0.34 MPa to 0.25 MPa
within less than 3.5 s". Other scram signals which will be generated as a result of the
initiating events are:

Primary pressure > 17.6 MPa;
Hot leg temperature in any of the loops > 326 °C.
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The assumption of a loss of external grid (or loss of power to all RCPs) also
generates a scram signal. This signal is not taken into account in the analyses included in this
paper.

Of the whole set of acceptance criteria applied in loss of forced flow accidents, only
those which can be evaluated by the used for these analyses computer code are discussed
here:

• Boiling crisis is prevented with a probability higher than 95% (DNBR > 1.3);
• The primary pressure remains below the maximum permitted value.

The initial conditions were selected conservatively with respect to the above
mentioned acceptance criteria as follows:

• Reactor thermal power = 104 % of the nominal (3120 M W)
• RCP volumetric flow rate = 20000 m3/h (minimum permitted)
• Upper plenum pressure = 15.5 MPa (0.2 MPa below the nominal)

The initial coolant temperature in the hot legs is 598.11 K (324.96 °C), which is just
below the setpoint of reactor scram (temperature in any of the hot legs > 326 °C). The
temperature difference in the reactor is 33.17 K. In the average assemblies the coolant heat-
up is 33.77 K and in the hot assembly it is 42.97 K. The coolant temperature at the hot
assembly exit is 608.22 K. The subcooling at the outlet of the average assemblies is 19.55 K
and at the outlet of the hot assemblies - 10.05 K. The resulting DNBR at steady state,
calculated according to the GIDROPRESS correlation (Bezrukov et.al.) is 1.6563 and is
achieved at axial node 6 (height 1.95 from the fuel bottom). These initial conditions are
rather conservative compared to the limitations of the Technical specifications.

Reactor thermal power 3060 MW
Maximum coolant heat-up in the reactor 30 K
Maximum coolant temperature at the assemblies exit 595.15 K

The analyses were performed assuming the maximum delay of the reactor scram as
follows:

Delay of the pressure measurement sensor: 1.5 s
Delay of the signal in the hydraulic chains: up to 2 s (2 s is assumed)
Delay of signal in the electric chains: 0.3 s

TOTAL: 3.8 s

An additional delay of 1.4 s is assumed for the electrical disconnection of the control
rod drives. So, the downward movement of the control rod is started 5.2 s after the reaching
of the setpoint for scram.

The efficiency of scram is taken for the beginning of the fuel campaign, assuming
that control rod group 10 is partially inserted in the core, control rod group 5 (the part-length
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group) is not inserted and the most efficient of the rest of the control rods is stuck at the top
position.

The objective of the analyses being to evaluate the consequences of the slower
insertion of some of the control rods, two basic cases were analyzed:

Case A: The control rods reach the core bottom within 4 s after the beginning of the
downward movement;

Case B: The control rods reach the core bottom within 7.32 s (the maximum drop time
detected).

As the capabilities of the code do not allow to model the core 3-dimensionally, it was
assumed that all the control rods are dropping with a lower velocity.

In order to estimate the safety margins with respect to the boiling crisis, a third case
(C) was analyzed, assuming that the delay of the signal generation and transfer is 7.0 instead
of 3.8 s.

CaseC: Delay for signal processing 7.0 s and control rods dropping time 7.32 s.

Another conservative assumption is that the feedback effects due to the change of the
coolant/moderator temperature and density and fuel temperature are neglected.

Some of the calculation results, characterizing the accident development and
fulfillment of the acceptance criteria, are presented in Figs. 3-9.

Due to the fact that the analyses were performed by a code which is 1-dimensional
for the thermal-hydraulics and 0-dimensional for the neutron kinetics, the results should be
treated as preliminary.

The table below include some of the plant parameters, characterizing the fulfillment
of the acceptance criteria:

Table 3
Parameter
Minimum DNBR
Time of min. DNBR, s
Maximum primary pressure, MPa
Time of maximum primary pressure, s

Case A
1.3861
6.5
18.63
8.9

CaseB
1.383
6.7
18.92
9.2

CaseC
1.2946
9.8
19.402
9.8

Table 3 shows that the DNBR value remains above 1.3 for cases A and B, with
normal and slow dropping of the control rods. The criterion is violated for case C.

The design pressure of the primary circuit components is 17.7 MPa. 110% of this
value is 19.47 MPa. This value is not exceeded with a sufficient margin for cases A and B. In
case C the primary pressure increases to a value which is near to the acceptance criterion,
without exceeding it.
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Taking into account all mentioned factors such as code capabilities and scope of the
analyses, the obtained results may be treated as more qualitative than quantitative. Even so,
they give a basis for comparison with the licensing case (corresponding to Case A). They
permit to state that the increased dropping time would not lead to sequences which are
considerably worse than in the case of normal dropping time.

On the other hand the operation of the plant with three RCPs may create other
additional problems due to the disturbed thermal conditions for the primary circuit
components. For example, due to the reverse flow in the loop with the non-operating pump,
the coolant temperature in the corresponding hot leg will be considerably lower than in the
other three hot legs. This would lead to similar temperature differences of the reactor vessel
in the region of the hot legs nozzles. The effect of this phenomenon on the life-time of the
vessel has not yet been investigated.

Conclusions:

1. The increased control rods insertion time is affecting the safety status (reactivity control
and core cooling) of the reactor system. The defence-in-depth principle may be violated
and the first physical barrier may be damaged.

2. Periodical monitoring of the possible further degradation o^-rods insertion should be
assured.

3. The preliminary locked rotor analyses show that the increase of the control rods drop
time from 4.0 to 7.32 s does not lead to sufficient decrease of the minimum DNBR and it
remains higher than 1.3.

4. More accurate analyses using 3-D thermal-hydraulic and neutron kinetic codes are
needed in order to evaluate the distortion of the power shape and the possible local
effects.

References:

1. Database for the Kozloduy NSSS for accident analysis of WWER-1000 model 320
nuclear power plants
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WWER-1000/320: Kozloduy Unit 6
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Fig. 2. Measured and calculated reactor coolant pumps head



WWER-1000/320: RCP locked rotor
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WWER-1000/320: RCP locked rotor
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WWER-1000/320: RCP locked rotor
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WWER-1000/320: RCP locked rotor
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WWER-1000/320: RCP locked rotor
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WWER-1000/320: RCP locked rotor
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Background of analyses:

In view of incidents reported from various WER-1000 plants, caused by increased

drop-time of control rods, available results from German investigations related to

VVER-1000 safety improvement will be summarized.

The investigations were funded by the Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Con-

servation and Reactor Safety. The presented results are some pieces contributing to

the safety evaluation, but are in any way complete. The objective is to indicate possi-

ble problems and to demonstrate the availability of analytical methods if a more com-

plete analysis is needed.
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List of transients and contributors including codes used:

The reactor core behaviour including safety margin against DNB occurrence is ana-

lysed for the following transients:

blockage of a single main coolant pump with a fast and slow option

coast down of all main coolant pumps

withdrawal of a control rod group at full power

The 3D reactor core model DYN3D was applied for these calculations and the work

was performed by K.A.B. Berlin after an initiative of GRS.

The plant behaviour is analyzed for an ATWS case, selected was the anticipated

transient

loss of main feedwater without scram

The system code ATHLET was applied for these investigations The work was per-

formed by GRS on the basis of data provided by Russian experts from various institu-

tions.
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Description of transients and results:

The initial conditions and the assumptions on the initiating events together with figures

of time functions for main parameters are described in the following chapter.
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A Mass flow reduction by various initiating events

A1 Blockage of a single main coolant pump in two options:

Fast mass flow reduction by a sudden blockage of the pump shaft,

reduction to 75 % of nominal flow rate within 2 s

Slow mass flow reduction after a rupture of pump drive,

reduction to 75 % of nominal flow rate within 5 s

Initial conditions:

Power

Mass flow rate

Inlet temperature

Pressure

Control rods

107 % of nominal power

15700 kg/s

291.7 °C

15.3 MPa

all cluster withdrawn

Bumup condition BOC1
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VVER-1000, 3 years cycle
Cluster position during scram

for different assumptions
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VVER-1000, 3-years cycle
Change of total mass flow for blockage

of 1 MCP and failure of four MCP's

relative mass flow
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VVER-1000, 3 years cycle, BOC1
Change of total power for 'slow'

blockage of 1 MCP for different scrams
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VVER-1000, 3-years cycle, B0C1
Core outlet temperature for 'slow'

blockage of 1 MCP
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VVER-1000, 3 years cycle, B0C1
DNB-ratio in hot channel for 'slow'

blockage of 1 MCP
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VVER-1000, 3 years cycle, B0C1
Change of total power for 'fast' blocka-

ge of 1 MCP for different srams

Relative total power
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VVER-1000, 3-years cycle, B0C1
Core outlet temperature for 'fast'

blockage of 1 MCP
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VVER-1000, 3 years cycle, B0C1
DNB-ratio and clad temperature in hot
channel for 'fast' blockage of 1 MCP
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A2 Coast down of 4 main coolant pumps
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VVER-1000, 3 years cycle, B0C1
Change of total power for failure of

4 MCP for different scrams

Relative total power
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Fig. 11
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VVER-1000, 3-years cycle, B0C1
Core outlet temperature for failure

of 4 MCP
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VVER-1000, 3 years cycle, B0C1
DNB-ratio in hot channel for failure

of 4 MCP

ONB ratio x.out
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Fig. 13
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B Withdrawal of a control rod group at full power

Initial conditions:

as before, but

control rods control rod group 10 up to 70 % inserted.

The control rod group 10 is withdrawn with 2 cm/s.

Activation of scram at 107 % of initial power, corresponding to 114.5 % of nominal

power at 14.9 s of transient, delay time 0.4 s till starting control rods to scram the

reactor.
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VVER-1000, 3 years cycle, B0C1
Change of total power for withdrawel of

control group for different scrams

Relative total power
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VVER-1000, 3-years cycle, BOC1
Core outlet temperature for withdrawel

of control group
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VVER-1000, 3-years cycle, B0C1
DNB ratio and outlet quality in hot

channel for control group withdrawel
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C ATWS case

Anticipated transient loss-of-main feedwater without scram

1. Dataset for ATHLET developed by Russian colleagues since 1992

2. LOFW-ATWS controlled by moderator density feedback and steam generator

heat transfer at reduced inventory

3. Conservative boundary conditions to cope with uncertainties

no turbine scram from reactor scram signal, turbine scram occurs at low

secondary press w -

no MCP shutdown from low SG level signal

no boron injection

4. Moderator density feedback for 20 FPD is necessary to demonstrate primary

pressure peak to be smaller than 20 MPa.

For BOL feedback primary pressure > 21.5 MPa

5. Improved models nearly complete or available

- 1D kinetics

- SG with secondary convective flows
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6. The following scram signals are produced:

SG level decrease 0.65 m at 20 s

Hot leg temperature > 328 °C at 80 s

Upper plenum pressure > 17.6 MPa at 80 s

(No signal on pressurizer level high)

7. Systems needed

- Turbine scram

- Pressurizer safety valves with liquid discharge

- Auxiliary feedwater

-BRUK, BRUA

- Boron injection for longterm subcriticality
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Conclusions

Results for operational transients like mass-flow reduction by blockage of a single

main coolant pump or coast-down of 4 main coolant pumps and also the unintended

control rod group withdrawal confirm that the minimum value of DNB-ratio is not es-

sentially affected by the speed of control rod insertion. It is important to start a nega-

tive reactivity insertion at all. Results show that a greater delay of scram activation

would cause worse conditions.

For operational events with relatively high frequency the objective of the protection

system is to prevent unacceptable fuel failures. Therefore a sufficient margin of DNB-

ratio is necessary to avoid boiling transition and consequently overheating of fuel

cladding.

An ATWS case was investigated to estimate plant behaviour in accident conditions

beyond design. This study indicated that plant behaviour relies on certain safety func-

tions to exclude severe consequences.

These safety functions are:

sufficiently strong negative moderator feedback

operation of pressurizer safety valves with liquid discharge

availability of auxiliary feedwater

availability of BRUK, BRUA for secondary side pressure control

boron injection to reach longterm subcriticality
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ANNEX 1-10
Consultant's Meeting on

'Control Rod Insertion Reliability"
Vienna, 20-24 February, 1995

UNPROJECT MOVEMENTS OF CONTROL RODS
SOME ASPECTS/SITUATION IN UKRAINE

by
J. Kovbasenko

Ukrainian State Committee on Nuclear
and Radiation Safety

Scientific and Technical Centre

First occurences of unproject control rod movements in VVER-
1000 with 3 year fuel cycle were observed in Ukraine at the se-
cond half of 1992 at NPPs of Zaporozhe and South Ukraine.

Currently such events with extended control rod insertion
time or even rod sticking has been detected at all Ukrainian
VVER-1000 units.

From our experience exists a strong dependence of a/m pheno-
mena from burnup value of the FA. For assemblies with burnup up
to 20 MWd/kgU the probability of failures in cluster movements
from design parameters is of about 10 %; for burnup 30 MWd/kgU -
approximately 20 V. and for burnup values nearly 40 MWd/kgU in
the scope of 30 %.

Currently the staff of Ukrainian WER-1000 units must cont-
rol cluster insertion reliability every 3 month. If deviations
in comparison with project design values occur the reactor power
must be decreased to 70 % of nominal power (or less) to their
elimination.

The original core design of VVER 1000 required for the cont-
rol rod insertion time from top to bottom 4s. Currently 0KB
Gidropress Moscow, the designer of VVER-1000 has performed speci-
al investigations for the control rod problem. First results of
these investigations have shown that the VVER-1000 core has a
sufficient safety margin if the dropping time of individual rods
don't exceed 10 s, but the averaged insertion time of 5 s for all
control rods must be guaranted. We expect that in this case cor-
responding corrections will be carried out in the VVER-1000 des-
ign.
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Unfortunately, at present in Ukraine no organization/insti-
tution has the capability to repeat the calculations^ performed by
the colleagues of Moscow. But the necessity of such additional
modelling exists because these results create many questions and
remarks.

The Ukrainian Regulatory Authority is deeply indebded to
the great technical assistance of public institutions/ organisa-
tions and companies of Germany , like BMU, GRS, K.A.B. AG Berlin,
FZR Rossendorf for their technical assistance in the scope of re-
actoi—physics calculations. We assume to start in the nearest
future independently with the whole complex of neutron-physics
calculations of VVER reactor cores using the code package PHYBER
(codes NESSEL-4, PYTHIA ...) and the kinetic code DYN3D.

It must be emphasized that up to now the main reason of the
increased drop time is unknown and special investigations should
be performed to understand this problem. Certain investigations
of K.A.B. AG have started (3D cycle calculations by the nodal co-
de TRAPEZ with subdivision of the VVER FA into 8 trapezoidal no-
des) to explain the main roots for this phenomena.

A comprehensive analysis of all processes created by cont-
rol rods movements can be realized only on the basis of combined
reactor core and thermohydraulic calculations. Furthermore first
circuit calculations in couple with the results of spatial neu-
tron-physics calculations should be performed. On this occasion a
correct preparation of the necessary neutron-physics parameters
is very important. We hope that our co-operation will be conti-
nued in the future in this direction.
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WESTINGHOUSE FUEL AND

CONTROL ROD DESIGN FOR TEMELIN NPP

R. KNOTT

FEBRUARY 1995
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OUTLINE

Overview Of WEC Design For Temelin NPP

Discussion Of Specific Design Features Pertinent
To Control Rod Issue

UP/AUSTRIA.RPK/Page 2
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WER-1000 Fuel Assemblies
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WANTAGE 6-1000 FUEL ASSEMBLY

Removable Top Nozzle

Zircaloy Guide Thimble

Zircaloy-Clad Fuel Rod

Zircaloy Mid-Grid

Inconel Bottom Grid

Removable Bottom Nozzle
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WANTAGE 6 MIXING VANE GRID CELLS

90
SPRING/DIMPLE
ALIGNMENT

1 2 . 7 5 mm
( . 5 0 2 i n )
ROD PITCH

SLEEVE
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RCCA DESIGN CRITERIA SUMMARY

• The stress and fatigue criteria for the RCCA
structural parts must be met for reactor
operational loads and non-operational loads

• The RCCA must be compatible with the Plant
internals and handling and storage equipment

• During a scram, the RCCA rodlets must not
impact the bottom of the dashpot in the guide
tubes

• The RCCA design must meet the requirements
for control rod worth and drop time

• The RCCA lifetime must be at least 10 years
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VVER-1000 RCCAS
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WESTINGHOUSE RCCA RUSSIAN RCCA
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TEMELEV CONTROL ROD FEATURES

Same Dimensional Characteristics As Original
Design To Ensure Compatibility

Full Length Control Rod For Improved Power
Distribution Control And Increased Rod Worth

Enriched B4C Pellet With Ag-In-Cd Tip For
Increased Rod "Worth And Lifetime

Minimum 10 Years Life Time

WP/AUSTRtA.RPK/Page 5
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VVER-1000 Control Rod

Dash pot Section

B4C Enriched Pellets

AG-IN-CD Tip
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TESTING PRO

TEST

Control Rod Scram

Pressure Drop

DNB & Mixing

Fuel Assembly Vibration

Component Mechanical

Fuel Assembly Mechanical

Control Rod Dynamic

Fuel Rod Vibration/Wear

Control Rod Life

Over-pressure (25 MPa)

Shipping Container

Corrosion

Control Rod Drive Line

LOCATION

SKODA

SKODA & W

SKODA

w
W

W

SKODA

SKODA

SKODA

W

w
W

SKODA

VRY

STATUS

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

DlC042.wpf\4
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Fuel Assembly Structure Acts As A Unit

Grids Mechanically Attached To Guide Thimbles
Fuel Rods Held By Grid Spring Forces
Rod Growth And Hydraulic Forces Reduces Effects
Of compressive Spring Forces On Guide Thimbles

Top Nozzle Springs Are Relatively Soft

Zircaloy Guide Thimbles
Relatively Low Maximum Holddown Force

Dashpot Design Eliminates Hard Impact On Top Nozzle

Slightly Heavier RCCA Weight

Flexure Joint Attachment To Spider

Thousands Of Fuel Assemblies Using This Technology Have
Been Successfully Irradiated

When F/A Bow Has Been Observed, It Has Been Column
Bow (Vs. Short Span Bow)

Column Bow Has Exhibited Negligible Influence On Drop
Times

UP/AUSTRIA.RPK/Page 6
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WANTAGE 6 RCCA JOINT



WESTINGHOUSE WANTAGE 6 RCCA TESTING

Control Rod Scram Screening

Varying Guide Thimble parameters {Dashpot & flow holes)

Varying loop operating parameters

Test data used to develop scram model

Control Rod Life Testing

200,000 Steps

75 Scrams

No increase in scram time following test.

WP/AUSTRIA.RPK/Page 7
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WESTINGHOUSE WANTAGE 6 RCCA TESTING

CRDM Life Test

2 million steps

225 Scrams

No increase in scram time following
200,000 steps & 75 Scrams

No appreciable RCCA wear following complete test.

Drag Testing

Insertion and removal forces measured in a bowed
assembly.

Correlation between fuel assembly bow and drag load
developed.

Additional drag of 5.1 kg's measured at maximum in-core
bow. (Seismic) -

Effect on scram time < 0.5 seconds

UP/AUSTRIA.RPK/Page 8
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ANNEX II

RUSSIAN REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR REACTOR
CORE COMPONENTS AND PROTECTION SYSTEM

The design requirements applied for WWER-1000 are defined in the Russian standard PBYa
AS-89. The relevant sections for reactor core components and protection system among them are
listed below: (*)

2.2.6. The core should be designed and manufactured in such a way that under normal
operational conditions, the infringements of normal operations and design basis
accidents (DBA) would not exceed the relevant limits for fuel rod damage, taking into
consideration:

the designed number of runs and their designed duration;
the thermal, mechanical and radiation deformation of core components;
the physical and chemical interaction of core materials;
the limiting values of thermal technical properties;
vibration and thermal cycling, fatigue and ageing of materials;
the influence of fission products and admixtures in the coolant on the corrosion of
fuel rod claddings;
the effects of radiation and other factors which impair the mechanical properties of
core materials and the wholeness of fuel rod claddings.

2.2.12. The fuel assemblies' design should be such that changes in the shape of fuel rods and
other assembly components, that are possible under normal operation conditions,
during infringements of normal operations and in the event of DBA, should not cause
a deformation of the fuel assembly cross-section that would lead to rod damage in
excess of the relevant limits, and would not prevent the normal operation of the
control rods.

2.3.1.2. The composition, structure, features and operational sequence of control and
protection systems should be validated in the reactor plant's technical design. This
technical design should include a qualitative reliability analysis to show that indicators
of control and protection systems' reliability are satisfying the requirements set out
in the regulatory documents.

2.3.1.6. The number, efficiency, distribution, group composition, working positions, sequence
and speed of disposition for the control rods, including scram rods, as well as the
number of control system's driving gear, should be specified and validated in the
reactor plant's technical design.
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2.3.2.2. The reactor plant's technical document should show that the scram system without
one most effective rod has:

speed of response that will be adequate to bring the reactor core to subcriticality
without infringing safe operational limits while normal operation is disrupted;

efficiency that will be adequate for the reactor core's change-over to subcriticality and
for maintaining it in the subcritical state while normal operation is disrupted, as well
as in case of DBAs.

(*) Translation in English provided by the Russian side
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